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T he American penal system was founded upon the idea of rehabilitation, a concept
evident in the first prison established by the Quakers in the late 18th century.
This model persisted throughout the first half of the 20th century, adhering to the

belief that through proper evaluation and care criminals could be reformed and returned
to society. In the 1960s, discontent with this doctrine began to permeate throughout the
ranks of local and national government. Within the next two decades, support for reform
brought about one of the greatest changes in American penal policy: the adoption of
determinate sentencing. Posing first as an idealistic alternative to the faulted rehabilitative
system, the determinate idea gained great support from both Republicans and Democrats.
In theory, determinacy was to revolutionize the criminal justice system for the better, but
once written into law, the result was far different from what had been anticipated. Political
confusion over the intention of the ideal, coupled with party politics, resulted in the
establishment of a sentencing framework which has both lengthened sentences and
increased spending without achieving the penal system’s most daunting task: the
reduction of crime.
       Prisons first came under scrutiny as concern mounted in both state and federal
government that rehabilitative measures were an ineffective method of crime control. At
the time, the system of indeterminate sentencing was widely employed. The premise of

mperial arrogance eventually leads to downfall.  From
the Roman Empire to the USSR, one doesn’t have to
look far to see what aggressive imperial policies mean

for the final fate of empires.  It’s a mistake that has been
made before, and it’s one that is being made today; with

each passing day our policies, influenced by the hubris of
President Bush and the neocons in the White House, are
moving us farther from the multilateralism we need to be
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There was one scandal involving the recent Student Assembly elections that very
few seemed to notice. The SixPAC, a small coalition of candidates, included among
other inane and ultimately fruitless promises a pledge to ‘establish a Students’ Bill

of Academic Rights.’ It turns out that this campaign promise is only slightly more ridicu-
lous than other candidates’ desire to ‘increase Greek autonomy’ (whatever that means), but
few students may realize how insidious this Bill and the so-called Academic Freedom
movement may be.

There are actually two forms of this Bill, the original Academic Bill of Rights and its
inspired offspring the Students Bill of Rights, both drawn up by Vietnam War protester
turned neoconservative activist, David Horowitz, and his Students for Academic Freedom.
The Bills both sound great at first hearing; Horowitz wishes to ‘[protect] the intellectual
independence of professors, researchers and students in the pursuit of knowledge and the
expression of ideas from interference by legislators or authorities within the institution
itself.’ But upon a closer reading, these carefully concocted documents show their true
colors.

The Academic and Students’ Bills of Rights represent a complete misunderstanding of
the nature of academia, as well as a threat to both true academic freedom and progress.
They create a false universe where truth is relative: the only world in which Horowitz’s

BAGHDAD CAR BOMBINGS KILL AT LEAST 6:  Three bombs detonated in Baghdad on Tuesday, killing at five
Iraqis and one American.  The same day, Italy announced that it will begin withdrawing its troops in September, along
with 14 other nations. (AP)
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Ithaca, NY – ‘We want justice for
farmworkers!’ This was the enduring chant
outside of Kennedy Hall last Monday and
Tuesday, March 7th and 8th, as students from
the Farmworkers Advocacy Coalition (FAC)
organized a thirty-hour fast to protest the
Cornell administration’s decision to transfer
the Cornell Migrant Program from the
College of Human Ecology to the College
of Agriculture and Life Sciences.

The protest was held outside of Trillium
where an energetic group of students held
signs and chanted to slogans like: ‘People’s
interests, not Big Business’ and ‘We want
justice for farmworkers!’  The protestors
spread their message by passing out flyers
to students and curious onlookers.

The fast began at 8:00 AM on Monday,
and ended at 2:00 PM on Tuesday with a
victory lunch at Ivy Room following a
procession from the Ag Quad to Ho Plaza.
Members from other student organizations,
including Cornell Organization for Labor
Action, Trade Justice, the Chicano group
MEChA, Asian Pacific Americans for Action,
and Kyoto Now!, joined students from the
FAC.

The main target of the protest was the
Dean of the College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences, Susan Henry, as she was the key
player in the decision to transfer the Cornell
Migrant Program to CALS, and that the
transfer decision was made due to influence
from agribusiness interests. The timing of

the move was also suspicious as the
decision to transfer the program was
executed at the end of May in 2004, a time
when most of the student body was absent
from campus.

Additional controversy continues to
shroud the Cornell administration’s behavior
toward the Cornell Migrant Program (CMP).
Following the decision to move the program,
the director of CMP, Herb Engman, a man
who had served in this office for almost
thirty years, was fired by the administration.
Shortly after his termination, the entire staff
of CMP quit, believing that agribusinesses
pressured Cornell to make the decision, and
that CMP would not be able to function as
it should when in CALS because of the
disproportionate influence of
agribusinesses, the same private entities
which are accused of exploiting
farmworkers, in the college.  Moreover, after
hearing that CMP was transferred to CALS,
the New York State Education Department
withdrew its annual six-hundred thousand
dollar grant, which serves as the majority of
the program’s funding.

The ties between agricultural corporate
interests and the College of Agriculture and
Life Sciences appear to be extensive.
According to the website of the Farm
Bureau, an advocate of farm employers,
Susan Henry recently approved a donation
by CALS to the Farm Bureau of ten
thousand dollars.  This money went to fund
a CD-ROM about the history of New York
agriculture to be given to New York State
teachers.

Also on the Farm Bureau website was
a statement that indicated the Farm Bureau’s
displeasure with the CMP prior to its transfer
to CALS.  A year after that statement was
published, the Cornell administration placed
CMP under the control of CALS.  Susan
Henry, who claimed in a meeting with the
Farmworkers Advocacy Coalition that she
is ‘not in bed with agribusiness,’ is herself a
part of the agribusiness complex; she
currently serves on the board of directors
for the Agrium Corporation.

According to the protesters, for the
past thirty years the Cornell Migrant Program
has successfully helped to improve the
lives of farmworkers in New York State, a
group that suffers from low wages, no right
t o
collective
bargaining,
n o
overtime
pay, no
day of
rest, as
well as
h a r s h
working
a n d
l i v i n g
conditions.
C M P
also was
responsible
f o r

Two Cornell Professors Give
Presentation on Darfur Crisis

Ithaca, NY – Dozens of concerned citizens
and students attended ‘Stopping Genocide:
Darfur (Sudan) 2005’ at Tompkins County
Library in the afternoon of March 5th,  2005.
‘Stopping Genocide’ was sponsored by
local religious and activist groups to raise
awareness about the ongoing genocide
being perpetrated in the Darfur region of
Western Sudan by Sudanese government-
sponsored Arab militias known as the
janjaweed.

The event, hosted by Voices for Peace,
Justice and Peace Ministries of Catholic
Charities, the First Baptist Church of Ithaca
and the First Presbyterian Church of Ithaca,
included talks by Grace Ritter, a local activist
who recently returned from a visit to the
affected region, and two Cornell professors:
Salah Hassan, chair of History of Art and
associate professor of African art history
and visual cultures in the Africana Studies
and Research Center, and John Weiss,
professor of history and specialist in the
history of genocide.

Prof. Weiss’ presentation included a
video he produced last year entitled
Stopping Genocide, which has been shown
across the country in order to raise
awareness of the Darfur genocide and to
inform viewers on how they can help stop
the killing.

Prof. Hassan gave a more precise
rendering of the Darfur conflict and mass
killings in the context of the decades-old
struggle for democracy and peace in the
Sudan, Africa’s largest state. Hassan, a
native of Sudan, articulated the artificiality
of the African-Arab divide used to portray
the Darfur conflict in mainstream media. The
‘racialization’ of the Sudanese populace,

according to Hassan, has been key to
Sudan’s authoritarian regime’s
maintenance of power throughout the
several conflicts in the nation’s torn
history, including the two decades old
North-South civil war ended by a US-
brokered peace agreement in January. The
professor also reminded listeners of the
role the United States has played in the
shaping of post-colonial Sudan, and the
responsibility it shares with the Western
world of helping the African Union end
the crisis.

Prof. Hassan nevertheless claimed
that when it came to the long-term fight in
Sudan for democracy, he was an optimist.
‘Sudan has a long history of people’s
power,’ Hassan commented. According to
Hassan, Sudan represents the ‘first true
democracy in Africa’, and that a ‘powerful
secular movement’ remains committed to
the liberation of Sudan from its current
authoritarian rulers.

Ritter’s presentation included a
slideshow of pictures she had taken in
the Darfur region during the recent
Christmas holidays. In photos and
interviews presented at the talk, Ritter
recorded the destitution of the Darfuri
people in refugee camps, personal
testimony by victims of janjaweed
attacks, and the frightening omnipresence
of the janjaweed militiamen in Darfur.

Edie Reagan, coordinator for Justice
and Peace Ministries and the organizer of
the event, emphasized the need to educate
Americans about their own government’s
responsibility in the situation. ‘We need
education on the impact of U.S. policies
in other countries, especially in Sudan’ at
this crucial time, Reagan said.

Ritter echoed Reagan in her belief
that a better informed public is key.

Ithaca, NY – TL Staffers are pleased to
announce that Turn Left, Cornell’s premier
liberal newspaper, will soon become one
of 14 campus publications across the
country receiving funding from the Center
for American Progress (CAP), a
progressive think tank in Washington, D.C.

The $1000 spring semester grant is
part of the CAP’s new Campus Progress
initiative, aimed at strengthening
progressive publications in universities
across the country while countering better
funded conservative papers. It is estimated
that conservative organizations such as
the Collegiate Network give over $35
million annually to various college groups.

‘Conservatives have had a 30-year
head start in establishing a strong campus
presence,’ said Wayne Huang ’07, TL’s
Editor-in-Chief. ‘Although Turn Left has
gained a lot of ground by itself, this grant
provides us with an opportunity to achieve
parity in terms of funding and support with
rival conservative papers.’

In all, 10 existing liberal publications,
including those at Dartmouth, Harvard,
Princeton, and Yale will receive funding
from the Campus Progress project. Groups
at four other universities will also receive
money to launch new publications.

‘We’re providing the resources
necessary to strengthen and sustain
progressive campus publications like Turn
Left,’ said Ben Hubbard ’02, campus

programs director at the CAP. ‘Our support
will help raise Turn Left’s profile on campus,
allowing them to expand print runs and
share content and resources with
progressive publications on [thirteen] other
campuses.’

In addition to the funding, the think
tank will provide networking, mentoring, and
professional training opportunities for the
14 student publications. Campus Progress
has also launched CampusProgress.org, a
new web site where students are
encouraged to publish online and create
their own blogs.

The Campus Progress initiative
represents the first time a liberal organization
has attempted to counter the millions of
dollars that conservative foundations pour
into college rightist publications.  Long-
running conservative papers, including the
Cornell Review and the Dartmouth Review,
began receiving money back in the 1980s.

TL’s faculty advisor Professor Walter
Mebane (Government) suggests that
organizations like Campus Progress may be
crucial in defining liberalism for the next
generation. ‘The goal is to provide clear
statements of liberal political values, and to
discuss the progressive policies and actions
that move toward those goals,’ Mebane
declared. ‘The mission is positive and
normative.  The aim is to set a new political
agenda.’

‘Hopefully we can make more people take
action,’ said the seasoned activist, who
hoped that the talk would incite ‘research
[into] what the people in Sudan are going
through.’

The two year conflict between local
Darfuri rebels and the Government of Sudan
in Khartoum has escalated into a campaign

Turn Left Receives National Grant
$1000 from Think Tank to Counter Conservative Papers

of ethnic cleansing and mass starvation,
killing as many as a third of a million people
and displacing millions more. Foreign
governments and the United Nations have
done little to stem the violence.

The event in Ithaca was supported by
a grant from the Roman Catholic Diocese of
Rochester.

BY ANDREW GARIB

BY BRAD CARDOZO
educating farmworkers about their legal and
political rights, promoting their physical
health, and providing education in English
and diversity.  It was considered a national
precedent, with other land-grant universities
modeling similar programs after CMP.

While the protest focused on the
transfer of the CMP, the participating
students expanded their message to criticize
the extensive influence of agribusiness, but
also corporations on Cornell’s
administration.  They have demanded that
Cornell alter its purchasing policies by
advocating fair trade and justice for all
workers and not supporting corporations
that continue to practice sweatshop labor.

Dominic Frongillo ‘05 and Ding Kong ‘08 from FAC patiently wait as
Ari Rabkin ‘06 from the Cornell Review expresses his dismay at the protest. (FAC)
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Cornell Hosts AID Panel
on UN Reform

SA Elections’ Legitimacy
Questioned
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Ithaca, NY – On Tuesday, March 1st, the
Cornell chapter of Americans for an
Informed Democracy
held a panel discussion
on the need for reform of
the United Nations and
how such reform fits
into larger US foreign
policy.  The panel
consisted of Jeffrey
Laurenti, a senior
advisor for Ted Turner’s
United Nations
Foundation, Dr. Benny
Widyono, a Visiting
Fellow at the South East
Asia Program and
former UN diplomat,
and Eugene Kogan of
Americans for an
Informed Democracy.

Mr. Laurenti
discussed the challenges the UN faced,
such as a recent drop in approval ratings
from 60 to 35 percent among the American
public.  He also reviewed ongoing UN
efforts to combat threats to global stability,
citing the new UN report A More Secure
World.  This report outlined six major threats
to global security and presented a total of
one-hundred and one recommendations on
how to combat them, including the need to
eliminate small arms and nuclear weapons
and to ‘reign in unilateralism.’

 Dr. Widyono spoke next and called
attention to the UN’s ultimate paradox of
making states ‘equal’ when clearly they are

not.  He also discussed the need for, and
challenges to the reform of the Security
Council, suggesting that they could
perhaps add more members to the Security

Council but without
giving them veto
power.

Finally, Mr.
Kogan spoke about
the gulf between US
foreign policy and
the world’s
willingness to accept
it.   He criticized the
Bush administration
for departing from
consensus by
conflating state
tyranny and
terrorism and
resorting to pre-
emptive strikes. He
also called out the
administration for

engaging in ‘strategic moralism.’
Following their statements, a question

and answer session was held, covering
topics from the specific political challenges
of reforming the Security Council to
whether the UN as a whole should be
restructured.  In response to a question of
whether it is the Bush doctrine or the
consensus which is problematic, Kogan
responded that the problem is that Bush
does not even attempt to find a consensus.
‘While terrorism and state tyranny should
be handled quite differently, Bush has said
that they are “two faces of the same evil,”’
Kogan said.

Shows Concern for Bush Unilateralism

UNF Senior Advisor Jeffrey Laurenti

Turmoil, Democracy in CU Democrats

BY BENJAMIN SELIGMAN

BY EVAN MARSHAK

Ithaca, NY – On the evening of Tuesday,
March 1st, three members of the Cornell
Democrats executive board met to discuss
an issue whose response, if not itself the
catalyst for what was to come, would be a
major step in changing the face of campus
politics.  The three decided that the time
had come to exercise
their right to impeach
another member of the
executive board.

The Democrats’
constitution lays-out a
basic guideline for how the process should
take place:  ‘Any officer negligent in his/
her duties may be removed by a unanimous
vote of the remaining executive board mem-
bers.’  While vague, it outlines a fairly simple
procedure.  What followed, however, was
anything but.

During the course of their discussions
on the potential impeachment of Cornell
Democrats President Tim Lim, Vice Presi-
dent Mitch Fagen says that he decided that
in order to maintain the legitimacy of the
process, a discussion of the issue at a gen-
eral meeting was necessary.  In the hours
before the meeting, Fagen and others con-
tacted a sizable group of people, some of
whom had attended meetings in the past,
and some of whom had rarely done so.
They were all told that something impor-
tant was going to happen and their pres-

ence would be helpful.  Thus, it came to be
that in a room that generally holds about 20
people on Wednesday afternoons for Demo-
crats meetings, at least double that number
packed the Music Room in Willard Straight
Hall to witness what was so important.

In the interim, the Cornell Daily Sun
also got wind of the importance of the meet-
ing and sent a reporter.  While the reporter
was asked to leave for part of the meeting
so that discussion could take place freely,
someone in the room had recorded the con-
versation and passed it onto the Sun.  The
author of the article from March 3rd, Michael
Morisy, would only say that it was recorded
by a person in the room and not a recording
device left there.

When Lim entered the room on that
Wednesday, he passed comment on the
large number of people in the room but
claims that he had no idea what was about
to happen.  After speaking briefly on unre-
lated matters, Fagen took the floor.

He addressed the group, telling them
that he had discussed with other executive
board members, Secretary Treasurer Jamie
Gullen and Director of Fundraising Tory
Lauterbach, several issues that he felt made
Lim unfit for the job and describing his rea-
sons for bringing the issue to a general
meeting.

Fagen outlined charges of voter fraud
in the Student Assembly elections as the
primary reason for believing that Lim should

be impeached; in an interview he said that
he could not ‘in good conscience’ continue
to work with Lim.  Fagen, Gullen, and
Lauterbach further accused Lim of keeping
the executive board out of important dis-
cussions like the organization of Howard
Dean’s visit to campus.  Lauterbach told
Turn Left that Lim had given out positions
to people without regard for who ended-up
filling the various roles.  Lauterbach cited
the fact that Nina Fixell, Director of Public
Relations, had not served her job, but, in-
stead, Steve Grossman, the Director of
Speakers, was given many of Fixell’s respon-
sibilities.

Seemingly for the first time, the legiti-
macy of several members of the executive
board was brought into question.  The con-
stitution states, ‘A majority vote elected
executive board shall be charged with over-
seeing the day to day operations [of the
club],’ yet several members of the executive
board had not been elected.  In fact, only
Lim, Fagen, Gullen, and Fixell had been
elected; the three remaining members were

appointed by the elected board.
The appointments were problematic to

say the least.  At the meeting, Gullen shared
that she had been elected to the position of
Secretary / Treasurer last spring.  She had
discussed with Lim several times over the
course of her one-year tenure what to do
about writing-up a budget and dealing with
finances.  She said that each time she was
told not to worry about it until the deadline
for submitting budgets had already passed.
Gullen later discovered that she was not
listed on the Student Activities website as
treasurer; instead, Grossman was listed.  Lim
does not deny that he subverted Gullen’s
position; he told TL that Grossman ‘had
more experience’ because he was on SAFC
and so was asked to take care of the Demo-
crats’ budget.   Randy Lariar, who was later
listed on the website as the treasurer, says
that he never acted in any capacity as the
same.  (Unlike Grossman, Lariar was not on
the SAFC, though he is a member of the

Move Made to Impeach President Tim Lim

BY EVAN MARSHAK

SPECIAL
REPORT

Ithaca, NY – As the March 10th meeting of
the Student Assembly commenced in
Willard Straight Hall, Ahmed Salem, uncon-
tested candidate for International Student
Representative, asked that the name-calling
of the previous meeting not be repeated and
that ‘personal matters’ be kept out of the
proceedings.  The previous week had been
quite tumultuous for student politics; from
the resignation of
Cornell Democrats
President Tim Lim
amidst accusations of
voter fraud in the 2003-
2004 Student Assembly
election, to the attempt
to postpone the elections that resulted in
the name-calling to the messiness of poli-
ticking.

The controversy began when Transfer
Student Representative Herbie Ziskend,
who has not sought reelection, proposed a
resolution asserting that ‘the rights of
Cornell Students have been violated during
the Spring ’05 Elections.’  As a result, the
amendment proposed that the elections be
pushed-back and ‘a massive publicity ef-
fort’ launched.  Many expressed concerns
that the Student Assembly had not done
enough to advertise the elections in the
weeks leading up to them.

There were 23 spots to be filled on the
Student Assembly and 29 people running
for the spots.  As many were quick to point-
out, there were 45 packets requested from
the Student Assembly; the issue, thus,
would lie in the low return rate of the pack-
ets.  This was not satisfactory for many
who referred to the fall elections when 26
candidates ran for 4 seats in the freshman
elections.

Ziskend also pointed to the SA charter
which outlines the duties of the Vice Presi-
dent for Public Relations: ‘Serve as editor
of the SA newsletter to be sent over email
to the entire undergraduate student body
three times/semester’ and charges the Vice

President of PR with advertising for elec-
tions.  Additionally, it mandates that the
Director of Elections make ‘every effort to
insure the greatest number of candidates
for each available position.’

Michelle Fernandes, current Vice Presi-
dent of Public Relations, maintains that it is
not her responsibility or even the SA’s, for
that matter, to publicize elections.  Instead,
it is the obligation of the Office of Student
Assemblies.  Additionally, at the meeting,
she pointed-out that the Vice President of
PR had never regularly sent-out 3 e-mail
newsletters per semester.

A widespread complaint about the elec-
tion has been that there was no e-mail sent
out notifying students that the elections
were coming up and that they could run for
positions.  Many candidates have echoed
the stance of Kwame Thomison, Minority
Students Representative, that the people
who went out and found-out about elections
are ‘the right type of people to run for the
SA’while those who did not take this initia-
tive are less qualified.  Interestingly, many
have claimed that Susan Murphy, Vice Presi-
dent of Student and Academic Services (a
faculty member), would not allow the e-mail
to be sent-out because the administration
wants to limit, as much as possible, the num-
ber of e-mails sent to the entire student body.
Murphy told TL that if a case had been made
that the e-mail would have given better ex-
posure to the SA elections, the e-mail could
have been sent.

Many have pointed fingers at the Of-
fice of Student Assemblies for the lack of
advertising.  Apparently, the administrators
in charge of election advertising at the Of

Challenges ranged from
postering violations to
early campaigning

SPECIAL
REPORT

See CU Dems, page 12

See Student Elections, page 9
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Washington, D.C- Despite cries from
state governors, the White House is
currently pushing a proposal that would cut
$60 billion in Medicaid spending in the next
decade.  According to the Bush
administration, the spending cut would
expedite the elimination of state Medicaid
accounting practices that cheat taxpayers.

Over 50 million people rely on Medicaid,
which pays for one-third of all births, covers
more than a quarter of all children, and funds
care for two-thirds of nursing home
residents.  Medicaid enrollment has
increased by 40% over the past five years
and will cost an estimated $329 billion this
year.

President Bush’s budget would make it
harder for the elderly to qualify for Medicaid
coverage for nursing home care by making
it harder for aging Americans to transfer
assets to their family members. The
spending cut would also affect efforts to
lower drug prices.

Although Republicans have been
relatively more accepting of Bush’s proposal
compared to Democrats, there remains

Bush Administration Pushes Medicaid Cuts, State Governors Opposed

President Bush’s proposal for Medicare cuts is unpopular among
many state governors. (White House)

strong bipartisan opposition to cutbacks in
federal funding for Medicaid.  State
governors argue that Bush’s spending cuts
will prevent struggling Americans from
receiving the healthcare they need.  “All
governors are very, very reluctant to see
any kind of major reduction to the system,”
said Republican Governor Bob Riley of
Alabama. Others governors have objected
to the manner in which President Bush has
sought to address the rising costs of
Medicaid. “If the president wants Medicaid
reform, then he needs to have a reform
discussion that’s not driven by an arbitrary
budget number,” said Janet Napolitano,
Democratic Governor from Arizona.

Critics of the Bush administration’s
budget proposal are also concerned that the
cuts in federal spending will simply shift
the federal deficit to the states.   In particular,
the proposal would cut federal payments to
the state for administrative costs.  Such
costs are expected to surge as a result of
recent Medicare reform that requires the
states to help the federal government
identify those who are eligible for extra
assistance in paying for drugs.

With Medicaid cuts looming,
governors from some states have already

had to take
action to curb
c o s t s .
D e m o c r a t i c
G o v e r n o r
J e n n i f e r
Granholm of
Michigan has
p r o p o s e d
f r e e z i n g
M e d i c a i d
enrollment for 19
and 20-year olds
and decreasing
M e d i c a i d
benefits for
adults who are
not pregnant or
disabled.  In
M i s s o u r i ,
Republican Governor Matt Blunt is
formulating proposals in which 89,000 of the
one million Medicaid recipients in Missouri
would lose coverage.  Under these plans,
children would only be eligible for Medicaid
if their family income is less than 30% of the
poverty line— approximately $4800 annually
for a three person family.  Blunt would also
cut Medicaid benefits for adults by

abolishing coverage for medical hardware
such as crutches and wheelchairs, as well
as other provisions like ambulance services,
hospice care, and prosthetic limbs. Although
Bush said that he would work with
governors to revamp Medicaid, he has
reiterated that he would continue to push
for cutting federal aid.  (Sources: Associated
Press, CNN, New York Times)

Ten Commandments
on Government
Property?

Washington, D.C.- The Supreme Court
heard arguments last Wednesday regarding
the issue of whether the Ten
Commandments can be displayed on
government property. The Court’s decision,
expected by the end of June, will be a
significant ruling on the standing of religion
within American society.

In the two cases brought before the
high court, the defendants will argue that
displaying the Commandments only serves
to recognize their role in shaping the legal
and cultural traditions of the United States.
Originating from Kentucky, the first case
deals with two courthouse displays of the
Ten Commandments, among other
documents, as elements of a historical

presentation. The second case stems from
controversy over a monument at the Capitol
Building in Austin, Texas, which displays
religious elements including a Star of David
and a reference to the Ten Commandments.

The American Civil Liberties Union,
along with the other complainants in the
cases, have stated that these public
displays of religion violate the First
Amendment and that government
institutions must remain secular to ensure
the sanctity of the long-held principle of
‘separation of church and state.’ Many, such
as the Bush administration and the 26 state
attorney generals who filed briefs with the
Court disagree, arguing that they are an
integral part of the United States’ law,
history, and culture.

In previous cases, the Supreme Court
has decided to prevent public displays of
the Ten Commandments. In 1980, the Court
ruled that the Ten Commandments could not
be posted in public school classrooms.
Most recently, the Court refused to hear an
appeal from the former Alabama Supreme
Court Chief Justice Roy Moore, who was

relieved of his post after refusing to obey a
federal judge’s order to remove the Ten
Commandments monument from the court
building.

Despite the Court’s prior record in
cases concerning the Ten Commandments,
there is a clear possibility that the Court
may in these cases allow
the presence of this
religious document on
government property. The
Religious Right has
enjoyed increased support
from Washington and the
White House.
Additionally, many
Justices sitting on the
Court, especially Justice
O’Connor, believe that a
religious presentation on
government property is
allowable provided it is
made clear that it is not a
religious endorsement but
is rather a historical
presentation, as both

defendants in the current cases claim it is.
Whatever the outcome, these cases will

not be the last regarding this issue, given
its divisiveness. As both sides eagerly await
the Court’s ruling, they both are preparing
for the inevitable reality of subsequent
confrontations. (Sources: CNN, USA Today)

Rev. Henry Westerfield of Corbin, KY., demonstrates in
front of the US Supreme Court in favor of the Ten

Commandment displays.  (Washington Post)

National News BulletinNational News BulletinNational News BulletinNational News BulletinNational News Bulletin
BY EVAN MARSHAK

A Superior Court judge in California ruled that the state’s ban on gay mar-
riage violates the state constitution.

Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice says she will not run for President in
2008.

A United States judge has ordered that 13 Yemeni prisoners, currently held
at Guantanamo Bay, not be transferred to Yemen for fear that they would be
tortured.

The Bush Administration plans to implement a new policy reducing mercury
emissions by nearly a half within 15 years.

Bush appoints Karen P. Hughes to be undersecretary of state for public
diplomacy; Hughes pledges to fix the relations between the States and the
rest of the world.

Pentagon worries that it may have received new letters with anthrax.

Former NAACP president Kweisi Mfume announces he will run for
Senate.

With an approval rating very close to even, a survey indicates that 58% of
Americans oppose Bush’s Social Security plan.

According to the New York Times, the Bush administration is beginning to
admit that Iran has the right to develop nuclear weapons.

The Government Accountability Office conducted a study showing that
many people suspected of being terrorists were able to purchase firearms in
this country.

Two proposals to raise the federal minimum wage from $5.15 both failed in
the Senate, leaving minimum wage unchanged since 1996.

BY KATIE TOWT

BY JOSH PERLMAN
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New York- On December 11th, 1997, the
United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) signed the
Kyoto Protocol, asking the industrialized
world to cut-back on their greenhouse gas
emissions.  At that time, the future of the
Protocol was uncertain as it required fifty-
five countries to ratify the agreement
before it could take effect.  Just over
seven years later, the Protocol has become
legally binding.

Initially the United States supported
the treaty, but in March 2001 the United
States officially withdrew; former White
House Press Secretary, Ari Fleischer,
declared that, ‘[i]t is not in the United
States’ economic best interest to enforce
the standards of the treaty.’  Other White
House officials have cited Kyoto’s lack
of restrictions on China and India as proof
that the treaty is inequitable.  Subsequent
to March 2001, President Bush has
repeatedly reiterated, as he did in the
Presidential debates, that the United States
will not ratify the Kyoto Protocol.

In July 2001, the treaty was modified
so that the cutbacks on emissions were
not so restrictive; the result was a large
increase in support for the treaty, but not
enough to put the Protocol into effect.
Before last November, almost one-
hundred and forty nations had agreed to
the Protocol, but, according to the
specifics of the Protocol, in addition to
requiring the approval of fifty-five nations,
the nations who approve must account
for at least 55% of global carbon dioxide
emissions.  The UN distinguishes among
nations who have ratified, accepted,
acceded to, and approved the Protocol,
but all have the same effect in that the
requirements for the Protocol taking

effect are contingent upon nations’
acceptance of any of the previous
terms; barring this distinction made by
the UN, these terms are used
interchangeably.

In May of last year, Russian
President Vladimir Putin announced
that, after its own initial misgivings,
Russia would ratify the Kyoto Protocol.
In November, Russia submitted its
official ratification to the United Nations,
bringing 17.4% of the world’s
emissions under the authority of the
Kyoto Protocol, enough to make the
treaty effective on February 16.  Now,
according to UNFCCC, Kyoto nations
account for over 60% of the world’s
carbon dioxide emissions.  This leaves
the United States and Australia as the
only two developed nations who have
not yet accepted the provisions of
Kyoto.  The treaty would effectively
force the European Community to cut
emissions by 8%, and the United
States to cut its emissions by 7% from
what they were in 1990.

One of the most
interesting features of the Protocol
is its point-system.  The system
allows for countries to exchange
‘emission reduction units’ with
other nations. It is currently unclear
what effect this may have on the
process, but the exchange would
allow for the possibility of nations
who find agreeable parties to
increase their total emissions.

Kyoto Protocol
Becomes Legally

Binding
Russia Signs-On

Asia/Pacific:
-China passes law allowing for invasion of Taiwan if it moves toward independence –
Tung Chee-hwa resigns as administrator of Hong Kong – Four people convicted of
gang-raping Mukhtar Mai, Pakistani activist, released from prison - Thaksin Shinawatra
wins overwhelming victory in Thai parliamentary elections – China begins trial of AIDS
vaccine – Japan curbs “entertainment visas” to crack down on sex industry – Elimina-
tion of textile quotas leads to surge in Chinese textile imports - 22 killed in prison riot in
Philippines - Bangladeshi PM, Khaleda Zia, warns donor nations not to interfere with
internal affairs – 500 arrested in Nepal protests-

Europe:
-Chechen leader, Aslan Maskhadov, killed – Italian troops withdrawn from Iraq amid
row over US friendly fire against Italians – PM of Kosovo, Ramush Haradinaj, resigns
to face war crimes charges at The Hague – EU delays talks with Croatia over failure to
turn over war criminals – Six sentenced to prison in France over plot to bomb US
embassy – Sisters of man killed by IRA speak out amid warnings by Sinn Fein party-

Middle East:
-800,000 protest against Syria in Martyr’s Square, Beirut, after Hezbollah holds pro-
Syrian rally – Syria withdraws troops from Beirut, western parts of Lebanon – Israel
opens new Holocaust memorial – Bush pursues diplomacy with Iran over nuclear
weapons – Palestinian groups meet in Egypt to consider formal cease-fire with Israel –
Plans for Jerusalem section of West Bank wall cause controversy -

Africa:
-Darfur death toll surges past 300,000 – UN demands that rebels in Congo disarm –
Sudan marked as center of illegal ivory trade – Britain’s Commission for Africa releases
report, calls for Western nations to provide more aid to Africa – Niger government
intervenes to stop the release of 7,000 slaves – UN Tribunal sentences Rwandan to
prison for role in genocide – 34 killed in clashes in northern Kenya-

Americas:
-120 dead in prison riot in Dominican Republic – Paul Schaefer, Nazi and convicted
pedophile, summoned for questioning in Chile – Bolivia rocked by protests over
opening energy sector to foreign investment – Brazilian soccer star Luis Fabiano’s
mother kidnapped -

InternationalInternationalInternationalInternationalInternational
NewsNewsNewsNewsNews
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Supreme Court Rules
Against Death Penalty
5-4 Decision Against Executing Minors at Time of the Crime

Washington, D.C.-  On March 1st, the
Supreme Court ruled in a 5-4 decision
that inmates on death row who were
convicted of crimes that they committed
between the ages of sixteen and
seventeen cannot be executed.  This
effectively bans all executions of juvenile
convicts in the United States.  Previously,
only those who committed their crimes
under the age of sixteen were immune to
the death penalty.

The court was split with Justices
Kennedy, Souter, Breyer, Stevens, and
Ginsburg forming the majority, and Chief
Justice Rehnquist, along with Justices
Scalia, Thomas, and O’Connor,
dissenting.

‘It is proper that we acknowledge
the overwhelming weight of international
opinion against the juvenile death penalty,
resting in large part on the understanding
that the instability and emotional
imbalance of young people may often be
a factor in the crime,’ Justice Kennedy

wrote in the majority opinion, ‘the opinion
of the world community, while not
controlling our outcome, does provide
respected and significant confirmation for
our own conclusions.’

The specific case at hand, Roper v.
Simmons, involved a kidnapping and
murder committed in Missouri by
Christopher Simmons, who was
seventeen when he committed the crime.
The Court’s ruling concurs with a
previous ruling by the Missouri State
Supreme Court that stipulated that
executing minors is cruel and unusual.
In writing the majority opinion, Justice
Anthony Kennedy cited, as he had before
in Lawrence v. Texas, current international
standards and opinions in the Western
world.  The US was one of only a handful
of nations that still allowed the execution
of minors, the others including Iran,
China, Pakistan, and North Korea.

This decision overturns the 1989
ruling on Sanford v. Kentucky, a decision
which allowed those aged sixteen and
seventeen to be executed.

BY BENJAMIN SELIGMAN

BY EVAN MARSHAK

Learning by Example:  Sarah
Facci ‘05 and Ding Kong ‘08 of

Cornell’s Kyoto NOW! show
exactly

what one ton of coal looks like
during a demonstration on

Ho Plaza. (WYH)
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Checkpoint Tragedies: Fear Leads To Disastrous Consequences
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In ReviewIn ReviewIn ReviewIn ReviewIn Review
‘Our foreign policy should support American interests. Let the rest of the world support the rest of the world’s
interests.’

-  John R. Bolton, Bush nominee for UN Ambassador,
 interview on The O’Reilly Factor, March 24th, 1999

_____________________

‘Without the context of 9/11, you will be blamed for the deficit… supporters are inherently turned off to the idea
of fiscal irresponsibility… the trick then is to contextualize the deficit inside of 9/11.’

- Excerpt from Republican pollster Frank Luntz’s 160-page playbook

‘President George W. Bush is lashing out at his Social Security foes, saying they’re using “scare tactics” and
trying to thwart his plans, for political gain.  At a forum in New Jersey, he declared, “We’ve seen enough of
this.”’

- Associated Press, March 4th, 2005
_____________________

‘All this is, is that [the CIA is] dropping them in countries that do practice torture.  Well, that’s the country’s
problem, not the USA!!   Ohh, big scandal!  They might torture you in Syria, blah blah blah blah blah blah.  Do I
care about this?  No, I don’t.’

-  Bill O’Reilly, referring to the US practice of outsourcing torture
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t was more than a tragic accident when
the car carrying Italian journalist
Giuliana Sgrena came under friendly
gunfire from American troops two

weeks ago as it sped to the Baghdad air-
port, injuring Sgrena and killing Nicola
Calipari, the intelligence agent who had
freed her from her captors a mere half hour
earlier.  Despite the great shock that rever-
berated around the world in response to the
tragedy, such encounters have unfortu-
nately remained commonplace in the dan-
gerous environs of Iraq.

It is tragic that Calipari had to give up
his life before world attention would finally
be drawn to the immutable dangers faced
by both American soldiers and Iraqi civil-
ians on the ground in Iraq.  In such forbid-
ding conditions where suicide bombings are
an act of nearly mundane martyrdom and
where American troops must make split-sec-
ond decisions as a speeding car barrels to-
wards them at a checkpoint, rules of engage-
ment must unequivocally protect the safety
of our troops.  Yet a similar pervasiveness
of fear haunts Iraqi civilians who fear for
their lives too.  This and their unfamiliarity
of US protocol have inevitably put them at
odds against the American rules of engage-

ment, occasionally with calamitous
consequences.

Perhaps the most distressing of
these involved a battalion of the 25th

Infantry Division out on foot patrol
Jan.18th in the city of Tal Afar, as re-
cently reported by the New York
Times.   Chris Hondros, an embed-
ded photographer from Getty Images
who witnessed the event, described
it as a ‘routine foot patrol — a dozen
or so men from a platoon, carefully
walking the dusky streets of Tal Afar,
Iraq, just after sundown.’

That is, until a car approximately
100 meters away began making its
way up the boulevard.
‘As a defense against potential car
bombs, it is now standard practice for
foot patrols to stop oncoming ve-
hicles, particularly after dark,’
Hondros said, ‘the car continued
coming; [I] could hear its engine now, a high
whine that sounded more like acceleration
than slowing down. It was maybe 50 yards
away now.’

A ‘measured, staccato burst’ of warn-
ing shots then rang out, Hondros said, and
then less than second later was followed
by ‘a cacophony of fire, shots rattling off in
a chaotic overlapping din. The car entered
the intersection on its momentum and still
shots were penetrating it and slicing it. Fi-
nally the shooting stopped, the car drifted
listlessly, clearly no longer being steered,
and came to a rest on a curb.’

As the soldiers cautiously approached
the shattered vehicle, Hondros said, they
suddenly heard the sound of children cry-
ing.  A wailing teenage girl got out from the
back, followed by ‘a boy, tumbling onto the
ground from the seat, already leaving a pool
of blood.’

‘Civilians,’ a soldier shouted, as four
more children then slowly crawled out ‘cry-
ing, their faces mottled with blood in long
streaks.’  The troops carried all six children
to a nearby sidewalk, where Hondros was
standing.  Peering through the shattered
windshield, he saw the parents of the chil-
dren in the front seats, dead:  ‘the driver of
the car, a man, was penetrated by so many
bullets that his skull had collapsed, leaving
his body grotesquely disfigured. A woman
also lay dead in the front, still covered in
her Muslim clothing.’  Certainly the military
would investigate, a commander told
Hondros, but also adding that the troops
‘had followed the rules of engagement.’

Such is one of many terrible mishaps
which inflict both a heavy toll on both the
lives of civilians and our soldiers.  The US
military justifiably insists that it must pro-
tect American lives when at stake, and that
it follows as many precautions as possible
to minimize the loss of civilian life.  Accord-
ing to the military, all US soldiers heading
to Iraq are given training in urban military
operations, including checkpoints, and are
instructed to follow strict rules of engage-
ment.  Approaching cars are warned with a
combination of signs, lights, arm signals,
and warning shots, if necessary.  Only as a
last resort will troops fire into the vehicle’s
engine block, a Pentagon spokesman said.

However, as the Jan. 18th incident in Tal
Afar and other cases have shown, the real-
ity of a treacherous and often dark urban
environment and the constant threat of sui-
cide bombings have led to instances in
which both skittish soldiers and civilians
act impulsively, and tragically.   Believing
that they are under attack from insurgents,
Iraqi drivers often panic and accelerate
when first sprayed by warning shots, fa-
tally confirming their imminent death by giv-
ing the US soldier due warrant for firing di-
rectly at the vehicle.

Within the past year however, the mili-
tary has taken a step in the right direction
by scaling back its reliance on confusing
hand signals to stop cars, a measure the
Human Rights Watch criticized in a 2003

I

report which scrutinized inadequate warn-
ing measures at US checkpoints.  In light of
these recent accidents, the United States
must continue to carefully review the ap-
proach used by troops by not only improv-
ing their use of warning tactics, including
the use of better signage, but by better edu-
cating Iraqis of engagement rules and by
ensuring that a clear and consistent proto-
col is understood horizontally across all
ground forces in Iraq and upheld vertically
by the military chain of command.

At a time when the US faces grave dif-
ficulties with its image in the Middle East,
these measures must also include a renewed
commitment by the military to fully investi-
gate civilian deaths in these and other
avoidable incidents.  Currently, and shame-
fully, accurate statistics aren’t even kept of
civilian casualties.   Although some have
also suggested that Americans can exam-
ine and learn from the tactics used by other
nations beset by suicide bombing such as
Israel, we must also exercise caution when
scrutinizing and comparing our engagement
rules with other countries.  In winning the
hearts and minds of the already disen-
chanted Iraqis, the US must remember that
the approach taken by the Israelis is defen-
sive, while Americans owe a much heavier
burden of grievances to the Iraqi people,
including the six orphans of Tal Afar.

Two of the children whose parents were killed Jan. 18th when US soldiers accidentally
fired on their car in Tal Afar, Iraq. (Chris Hondros / Getty Images)
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have not attended to legislative business for months due
to campaign exigencies, but they rush back to Washington
to vote against the Laci Peterson bill that called for
enhanced penalties for injuring a pregnant woman when
the baby, too, is injured.  We lefties have indeed come a
long way baby.

I believe there are three reasons apart from morality
that liberals should reconsider their position on abortion.
First is science.  For starters the baby’s DNA is separate
from that of the mother who is carrying it.  Moreover, with
viability pushed back closer and closer to conception
because of medical advances, liberals who insist on
abortion at anytime during pregnancy truly have become,
at best, flat earth believing anachronisms in the modern
world.

Second is conservation.  Typically, it is Republicans
with big business support who consume fragile natural
resources and dispose of them without care for what is
left behind.  Yet when it comes to our most precious
resource, life itself, it is the liberals who toss aside the
unwanted product without even so much as a look back.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton observed that “it is degrading to
women that we should treat our children as property to be
disposed of as we see fit” in a letter to Julia Ward Howe in
1873.  Sadly, those words ring even more true today.

Finally, liberals should reconsider their position on

abortion in order to get elected.  The more Machiavellian
electees could simply ignore campaign promises once in
office, as if that would be a first, and go forward with other
items on their agenda such as protecting the environment.
But the idea is to first get elected.  George Bush’s margin of
victory was more than covered by pro-life voters despite
the fact that abortions have increased under his watch.  By
lending a sympathetic ear to the pro-lifers, Bush got himself
elected twice, leaving him free to carry out his true agenda
of war and big business.

Liberals need to revisit their position on abortion.  The
current abortion rights platform loses ground to scientific
advances every day, turns its back on the liberal tradition
of protecting the weak, and more than any other single
issue has enabled George Bush to get elected twice.  A
change in its abortion policy would enable liberals to return
to the principles of the feminist pioneers, reclaim a portion
of the moral high ground that has been lost, and maybe
add a touch of blue to the red political landscape come
election time.

Sincerely,

J.M.O.
Cornell Parent

Facing Up to Abortion

A Challenge for Quality

When someone picks up an issue of Turn Left, they
know exactly what to expect. In fact, we are so predictable,
that the majority of left-leaning readers who even remotely
keep up with the news already know exactly what they are
about to read. To be fair, while it would be nice to make
groundbreaking national or global news, it is infinitely
improbable that any of us will have the privilege of breaking
a news story of that caliber while in Ithaca.

Nevertheless, we should be targeting moderates and
conservatives in order to change their minds on issues of
substance. And while we also tend to advertise ourselves
as having the important mission of persuading liberal
minds, our long rants engineered to anger the opposition
tend to have a negative effect towards the populace we are
targeting.

The predictable articles, style of editing, and covered
news brings nothing truly new to the table, and of the
people who should be reading our newspaper, most end
up being put off by the entire thing. Of course it is nice to
see liberals reading TL over coffee, but we are feeding the
same frenzy of insanity off of which conservative radio
talk show hosts live. Instead of being an active member of
the news community, we have chosen to focus our hard
work and quality efforts into becoming another gear in the
engine running Metropolis far above.

I am critical of the direction our shortsightedness is
beginning to take us, but I believe in the spirit of this
newspaper, and I believe our newspaper can be improved.

I believe that the only thing which can turn Turn Left
into a higher quality venue for real debate, news, and
commentary is a real effort by people like our readers to
step up to the plate and offer real ideas (no matter their
specific political orientation), which can facilitate moderates
and conservatives’ addressing real problems and real
issues, philosophical, economic, social, and moral — issues
that everyone will have to face in the future.

This change in participation can increase readership,
increase real thoughtful debate in the audience we should
be targeting, and put us farther above other ‘political’
newspapers on campus.

Here at an institution of higher learning, we have an
opportunity to set ourselves miles above Rush Limbaugh
and the conservative papers by truly addressing facts, and
to convey the truth so that our entire audience — not just
liberals — will begin to approach the true nature of politics
through news, commentary, and beliefs. But now we need
you, the readers, to step up.

To the Editor:

Re:  ‘A Feminist Case for Abstince’ (Turn Left, Mar. 2)
If we learned nothing else from the 2004 election we

now know that morality matters to many voters and that
conservatives effectively positioned themselves as
protectors of moral values. In her thoughtful article on
abstinence, Emily Marchese dared to set out a premise that
feminists can reclaim some of the territory that has been
hijacked by conservatives on issues such as sexual morals.
However, even Marchese stops short of asking lefties to
reconsider their thinking on the biggest, most divisive moral
issue of our time: abortion.

Early feminist leaders such as Susan B. Anthony and
Elizabeth Cady Stanton spoke out against abortion in
strong terms.  They sought to change the underlying plight
of women whose desperate conditions sometimes impelled
them to abortions, but the feminist leaders viewed the act
itself as a form of infanticide.  Alice Paul called abortion
‘the ultimate exploitation of women’ and, in her later years,
she opposed the trend of linking abortion with the Equal
Rights Amendment which she penned in 1923.

Flash forward to campaign 2004.  Kerry and Edwards

To the Editor:

Sincerely,
J. Phillip Nelson ‘07

‘Don’t Develop Nuclear Weapons’

WRITE FOR

TURN LEFT
Cornell’s premier source for liberal news and opinion

ARTICLE SUBMISSION DEADLINES:

Issue VIII:       3 April 2005
Issue IX:        24 April 2005

Meetings: Mondays @ 5, RF 127
WWW.CUTURNLEFT.ORG

CHRIS BRITT / Copley News Service.   Reprinted with Permission.

Thanks Phil for your comments.  Turn Left is steadfastly
committed to presenting a reasonable and principled
venue for debate.  Our staff believes that to do so, we must
set a standard for high-quality journalism which is fair yet
resolute in pursuit of the truth. Within the past year, we
have renewed our focus on quality and we call on other
Cornellians to always strive for responsibility and the truth.
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BY ALEXANDRA BERKE

WHAT’S
Passage by Train

Left

I had a fine time creating my
own little world, connecting my
bags to my body so if anyone
attempted to take them I could
immediately spring into action. My makeshift fort allowed me

ample protection without feeling
the stares of everyone around me.

lmost everything about an Indian train ride is
unrecognizable to anyone who has only ridden a
train in the United States.  From buying the tickets

to reaching your final destination, riding long distances on
the Indian rails is a fascinating microcosm of life here. This
article, appropriately written on the train from Bangalore to
Hyderabad, is my attempt at
sharing the joy of traveling on
the Indian rails.

On my first independent
train ride I was responsible for
buying two tickets for the
overnight train to Bombay.
Rather than risking the incomprehensible and never ending
lines (cutting here is the norm), I went to the candy store
cum travel agent on campus. After making a few calls the
man took our passports and University of Hyderabad library
cards to the station so we could buy tickets under the
‘foreigner quota.’  Although
those issuing the tickets had
the most reliable resources for
our names, they were still
mysteriously mangled, though
our sex and age was written
correctly. Since ticket takers on
the trains cross-check your
ticket with a master list of seat
number, age, and sex while
requiring no other
identification, I accepted the
tickets along with my invaluable IDs and was on my way.

The chaos of train stations in the United States, even
Penn Station during the rush hour, is nothing compared to
the multitude of activity that takes place in the stations and
along the platforms in India. At the end of my first week in
here, all fifteen students from my program took the twenty-
four hour train ride from Delhi to Hyderabad. The picture is
fresh in my mind: fifteen slightly stunned looking Americans
marching through the station with coolies who had our

travel backpacks and duffel bags mounted sturdily on their
heads walking between us. We wound our way through
men selling chains to protect our bags from thieves, children
begging for coins, and other people rushing to make their
trains to whatever point of the subcontinent they were
traveling to. The platforms are lined with stalls selling chai,
overly sweetened Nescafe, fried foods, and many varieties
of biscuits. Climbing up and down stairs to reach the
correct platform, while many others just walk across the
tracks, adds to the daunting duty of catching the train.

Each train I have traveled on features at least four
distinct classes: general, where there are no assigned seats
and no berths to lay down on; 3-tier non A/C, where all

the windows and doors between cars can be opened and
where benches become bunk-bed like berths when bed time
approaches, with the 3rd tier suspended by chains between
the two bunks making it impossible for anyone to sit up
straight; 3rd tier A/C, where the windows cannot be opened,

but clean sheets, pillows,
blankets and face towels are
provided. Furthermore, in all
the A/C cars beggars and food
vendors are kept out of the
cars in station stops and dinner
is available on order.  2nd tier A/
C is even more palatia;  each
bunk has its own curtain,
reading light, and hooks for
your belongings. My first train
ride was in 2nd tier A/C, and I

had a fine time creating my own little world, connecting all
my bags to my body so if anyone attempted to take them I
could immediately spring into action. My makeshift fort
allowed me ample protection to look out the window for
hours without feeling the stares of everyone around me.

The view from the train is engrossing, encompassing
everything from the huge rocks of the Deccan Plateau where
Hyderabad is to the rich palm trees and rice paddies in
other areas. The train moves slowly enough to see what

people are doing, wearing, and sometimes eating, but always
at a distance.

As I’ve become more comfortable traveling here my
gaze has shifted inside the train, and the view is infinitely
more interesting. Traveling as a one of a pair in 3-tier non-
A/C, especially as one of two of the only foreigners and
women in the car, leaves little room for cover. Walking to
the bathroom I felt a little uneasy as every pair of eyes
seemed to shift their gaze my way. It wasn’t until the lights

were off and everyone was asleep that I could feel some of
the uneasiness slip away.

Very early in the morning, I awoke to the feeling of the
train stopping. As my eyes adjusted to the light I realized

that most of the men in the car were on
the ground or in their berths performing
their morning prayers to Allah. The car
was immediately transformed into a
sacred-seeming, safe haven. It felt like
the same men who had been threatening
hours before had now let me in on a
secret and were no longer a faceless male
crowd.

The same feeling of being let in
is repeated throughout train travel. In
India I often feel like while I see a lot of
people during the day, they are
constantly whizzing past. In the city it
is commonplace to see families of five
riding on one motorcycle, all without
helmets, zig-zagging their way through
traffic. I stare at these women in burqas
balancing themselves and their babies
and I cannot imagine what their lives are
like at home. It is mostly on the train
that I do get to see families doing normal
things, talking and laughing, eating, and
brushing their teeth. For hours and
hours we all live together, and I rarely
get bored; while lost in my own
thoughts, the landscape, or the people
there is always something to discover.

A 2nd-tier A/C sleeper car on a Delhi-Varanasi express
train

The Chennai Egmore Express pauses at the Kanniyakumari signal in Southern India.
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Alex Berke is currently on
semester leave from Cornell while
studying Political Science at the
University of Hyderabad.
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Tar Heel Blue
Recycle or Die

My poor roommate timidly
approaches me every time
she wants to throw away
something

his morning when my alarm clock
sounded at some atrocious hour
in the morning, I sat up, turned it

off, and then stumbled out of bed. Getting
from my bed to the door of my room,
however, proved to be the true challenge; it
involved dodging old copies of the New
York Times and the Daily Sun, as well as
first drafts of
essays, and
those damn
quarter-cards I
get in my
mailbox.  I then
had to skip over
the plastic
bottles that are
amassing in the
corner of the
room, and fight my way through the
cardboard boxes that once contained the
contents of care packages. No, I really don’t
live in a pig sty; I just need to take out my
recycling.

I think I’ve scared my poor roommate
with my recycling mania; she timidly
approaches me every time she wants to
throw away something, just to check and
make sure it can’t be recycled. Once, a friend
asked in all seriousness, if recycling was
my major. And, at the beginning of the year
I dragged half my hall to some RA event
that was handing out coffee mugs with the
famous “reduce, reuse, recycle” saying
printed on them. As cheesy as this message
may be, its importance is ever increasing in
this era.

In the First world, we have rapidly
become a ‘throw-away’ culture, ever
straying from the way in which our ancestors
lived their lives. The residents of the
industrialized world use 15 times as much
paper, 10 times as much steel, and 12 times
as much fuel as those living in developing

countries. Each year, Americans throw away
enough aluminum cans to make nearly 6,000
jet airplanes! While recycling certainly is
not the sole solution to reversing the affects
of the consumer society in which we live, it
is a start.

The Environmental Protection Agency
has set a national goal of recycling twenty-

five percent of our
national waste.
However, in this
country we are a far
cry from that goal.
Every Sunday, 90
percent of
newspapers are
thrown away instead
of recycled. This
destroys 500,000

trees. Paper products, like newspapers, make
up nearly forty percent of the trash in this
country. Each ton of recycled paper can save
17 trees, 380 gallons of oil, 7,000 gallons of
water, and 4,000 kilowatts of energy. On top

of this, the trees we save by recycling filter
up to 60 pounds of pollutants from the air
each year. With the current administration
slashing stipulations laid out in the Clean

Air Act, statistics
like these carry new
weight.

C o l l e g e
students use a lot of
paper. We can all
attest to the fact that
we may have to print
out 17 drafts of that
20 page research
paper before we can
hand in the final
copy. I’m not
suggesting you stop
proofreading your
papers, but why not
print draft two on the
back of draft one? I
promise you won’t
go through nearly as much paper! And as
well-read Ivy-Leaguers, it is not an
uncommon sight to see Cornellians reading
one of the campus or national newspapers.
However, unfortunately, it is quite
commonplace to see these newspapers
chucked into the nearest trash can. The trash
cans closest to Ho Plaza are always full of
the quarter-cards people received not 30
seconds before. While I admit Cornell could
use more paper recycling bins in and around
WSH, if there’s not one around, how
difficult is it to stick the paper in your
backpack until a recycling bin can be found?

In each dorm here at Cornell, we are
provided with one recycling bin and two
trash cans for every two people. However,
a quick survey of the 45 rooms on my floor
shows that the vast majority of Cornell
students use the recycling bin as a third
trash can. All of us at Cornell have been
told the benefits of recycling, and really,
the university can’t make it much easier than
putting the recycling container inside the
rooms.

T

While I’m not going to
hunt down the kid up the
hall that threw his
newspaper away two
weeks ago, it is important
to recognize the  ramifi-
cations of our actions.

Sarah Olesiuk: Champion Recycler.
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BY SARAH OLESIUK

fice changed this semester, so there has been
confusing as to their role.  Additionally,
Fernandes says that she has appealed to
the Office to give the SA control over its
website, but she was told that students
could not run the site because they would,
generally, only be on the SA for a year and
then leave.  Since March 7, the website has
been down, and the SA has not been able
to do anything about it.

President of the Student Assembly,
Erica Kagan, pointed out that last year,
seven people ran for student trustee
whereas this year, three did.   She argued
that the problem is not with the SA, but,
across the board, things were supposed to
happen this year that simply did not.

Not to go unnoticed is how polarized
the Student Assembly has been on the is-
sue of the legitimacy of the election.  For
the most part, members of the Students First
ticket have supported the election and its
proceedings, and those not on the ticket
have opposed it, particularly members of
SixPAC, the only other ticket on the ballot.

Vice President Tim Lim asserts that part
of the reason so few people ran in this elec-

tion is the merge of two of the tickets from
last year.  Lim cited ‘similar goals’ and a
desire not to have ‘a lot of dirt thrown
around’ as often happens between tickets
as the reason for the merger.  Among the
allegations made against Lim was candidate
intimidation, a challenge which was dis-
missed by the Elections Committee.  Ac-
cording to Grayson Fahrner, Lim used his
fraternity to get pledges to try to intimidate
him.  Lim admits that he asked his pledges
to help with his campaign, even conceding
that despite there not being direct demands
made of the pledges, when a brother asks a
pledge for something, the pledge tends to
feel obliged, but he says that they never
intimidated Fahrner.

Fahrner, a member of the SixPAC ticket,
had other run-ins with Students First.  In an
Instant Message conversation that took
place between Fahrner and Randy Lariar,
the Students First candidate for engineer-
ing representative, Lariar told Fahrner, ‘[I]
can do a lot more for you if you don’t run.’
When questioned on the matter, Lariar said
that he would not be surprised if Fahrner
had made-up some of the content of the
conversation and that he considered the
matter strictly personal.  This challenge, too,
was dismissed by the Elections Committee.

All told, five challenges were upheld,

two against the Students First ticket and
three against the SixPAC ticket.  The Com-
mittee has, however, ruled that none of the
challenges would have changed the out-
come of the election.  The affirmed chal-
lenges ranged from postering violations to
early campaign violations.

 Early in the debate about the legitimacy
of the elections, Fernandes proposed an
amendment to the resolution that, accord-
ing to Joe Rudnick of SixPAC ‘stripped it of
its teeth.’  She removed the clauses imply-
ing that students’ rights had been violated
and moving the elections back.  The amend-
ment passed by one vote, so when the Stu-
dent Assembly finally voted to approve the
amendment with only one dissenting vote,
the resolution was far from its original con-
tents.

In the course of the debate, the sug-
gestion was made to move the elections to
the fall.  Many argued that the elections
could not be pushed back later in the spring
because the $6000 that was allocated for
the election could not be raised all over
again. Despite Ziskend’s personal offer to
raise the money, the SA rejected his pro-
posal and accepted Fernandes’s amend-
ment.  Fahrner, in response, proposed that
elections be moved to the fall, so that there
will be more funding and more time before

the election.  Kagan said that the amend-
ment needed to be a charter amendment to
be effective.  While the charter does make
many references to spring elections, it never
actually mandates that elections be held in
the spring.

To date, the Cornell Daily Sun has not
run a story on the contents of the March 3
meeting.  According to Editor-in-Chief Erica
Temel, she ‘didn’t find it particularly news-
worthy.’

The results of the election were re-
leased on Monday, March 13th, and the re-
sults do indicate that the student body’s
voting may have been swayed by rumors
surrounding Tim Lim as, despite winning a
spot on the Student Assembly, he had the
second to least number of votes in his cat-
egory, followed only by a member of
SixPAC.  No member of SixPAC was suc-
cessfully elected except Ahmed Salem who
ran unopposed, and no member of Students
First lost except in the Hotel School.

This Thursday, March 17th, the results
are set to be approved.  Kagan informed TL
that usually there are one or two votes
against approving the election results, but
Ziskend expressed hope that the results
would actually be invalidated. The decision
will be made on Thursday at 4:45 in the Me-
morial Room in Willard Straight.

Continued from Student Elections,
page 3

Intimidation, Other Allegations Plague Student Elections

I refuse to believe the reason students
here throw away their water bottles instead
of recycling them stems from a lack of
awareness. Rather, these actions perhaps
stem from anything from apathy to laziness.
This is disheartening. Recycling shouldn’t
be a Republican or Democrat issue and one
certainly does not have to be the
stereotypical hippie to reduce, reuse, and
recycle. As citizens of this country, and
inhabitants of this Earth, we have a duty, a
responsibility, to take care of our home.

A sticker on the back of my laptop
delivers a powerful ultimatum: ‘Recycle or
Die.’ Now, while I’m not going to hunt down
the kid up the hall that threw his newspaper
away two weeks ago, it is important to
recognize the ramifications of our actions.
Every little bit helps, and in the growing
consumer culture that we live, perhaps
recycling a newspaper is the first step in
preventing global suicide.
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pursuing towards the unilateral, arrogant policies that will
eventually spell our demise.

The rejection of the Kyoto Protocols, the recent
undermining of the inspections process in Iraq in an effort
to castrate the UN, and the neglect of multilateral talks with
Iran all solidify Bush’s image as a go it alone, you’re with us
or against us, cowboy, rather than leader mentality.  This
arrogance has dire consequences for both the American
people and humanity as a whole.

The American people are funding the war in Iraq. Our
potential allies, along with the corresponding hope of
significant financial assistance, have been alienated by
Bush.  We are the significant military force in ‘The Coalition
of the Willing,’ and it is our young men and women who do
the lion’s share of the dying.  Bush’s friends get tax cuts and
corporate contracts while the American people as a whole
suffer.  We mourn the loss of our nation’s young men and
women and we will pay off these record deficits for our
whole lives.  All this so that Bush and his cronies can sip
champagne in Texas and Halliburton can steal money from
the pockets of taxpayers.

If Bush had followed his father’s example, one of
diplomacy and patience, rather than strong-arming
opposition and rushing the proceedings, perhaps the
American people would not be disproportionately sharing
the burden of the war in Iraq.  Perhaps if Bush’s rhetoric had
been different, his appeal at the UN for international
assistance in the reconstruction effort would not have been
so coldly received.  But the Bush administration only cares
about allies when it needs them, and it can no longer count
on them to be there. Bush’s arrogance will not be easily
forgotten by the rest of the world.

Any hope for reconciliation is being quashed by the
continuation of these bullish practices by the administration.
Bush’s disregard for multilateral talks with Iran creates a
dangerous condition of nuclear proliferation, with the added
bonus that when the talks fail (with the US absent), Bush
will have a pretext to pursue sanctions at the UN (where
they will be vetoed by Russia or China), and then the Bush
administration will have a convenient excuse to attack Iran
(who at this point will have nukes partially because Bush
did not want to talk disarmament in a multilateral forum).  But
in the warped reality that lurks in the White House, the risk
Bush creates by damning disarmament talks to failure is
overshadowed by the destruction he does to the United
Nations and the opportunity to start another war, this one in
Iran.

Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice looks on after announcing that President Bush has nominated blunt
UN critic Undersecretary John R. Bolton as the new American ambassador.

If nuclear war does not kill us all first, humanity as a
whole will continue to suffer as we choke on exhaust
because big business is more important to Bush than global
warming.  Oil, not Kyoto, now, is the cry one hears from
Washington these days.

Of course, if there’s one thing we can expect from the
Bush administration, it is a record of consistently misguided
and dangerous decisions.  Past mistakes in the White House
only serve to encourage future ones.  After five years of
wreaking havoc on America’s international reputation and
the strength of our friendship with other nations, the recent
nomination of John Bolton for the position of the US
representative to the United Nations will help Bush continue
in his mission to destroy any remaining potential for
international cooperation.

An avid critic of the UN and an ideological opponent
of it as an institution, the man who once said that he would
like the US to be the sole member of the UN Security Council
may now be responsible for working with other nations at
the UN.  This is a man who once arrogantly declared that
‘our foreign policy should support American interests. Let

the rest of the world support the rest of the world’s
interests.’ By nominating Bolton, Bush is in essence giving
the world the middle finger by telling them, ‘The only person
we’re going to send to work with you doesn’t even want to
work with you.’  And there’s no better way than that to
attract allies.

The American people have borne enough burdens. The
common human cause of peace and cooperation has been
dealt enough damage by the ideological fervor of the Bush
administration in its efforts to destroy any hope of
multilateral cooperation.  Bush and his fellow
neoconservatives are determined to assert US hegemony,
to claim the title of Empire, and as we’ve seen in the past,
this can lead nowhere but downhill (where did that shining
city on the hill go anyway?).  The Senate must reject the
nomination of John Bolton and send a message to the White
House: multilateralism over hubris, cooperation over our
destruction.

Continued from Hubris and
Hindrance,  on Cover...

Bolton Nomination for UN Envoy is Bush’s Latest Middle Finger to the World

orget for a moment that the competitive innocence
of professional sports has lost its virginity.  Forget
momentarily that the hallowed records of Major

League Baseball have been ostracized to a purgatory state
of asterisks.  Fair play and equitable competition in Ameri-
can sports, life, and politics has always been a bedtime
story told at night to naive children sheltered from reality.
Likewise, baseball records, with or without asterisks, are
simply milestones in a game that holds little significance in
real life beyond historians and baseball enthusiasts hang-
ing out at the local bar.  Instead, let us focus on some of the
irony.  Society has a cruel and in a sense, comical way of
rewarding cheaters, while stymieing the rest who play by a
set of rules supposedly governed by ethical codes and
moral standards.

As part of society, we tell our family and friends not to
cheat, lie, and steal; yet everywhere we turn, we see con
artists milking the system and coming out on top in almost
every aspect of life.  The local car dealer sells lemons to
gullible customers.  Nike and other manufacturers continue
to cheat millions of third world citizens every single day
with long and grueling labor in hazardous conditions for
negligible pay and compensation.  Mr. Bush cheats de-
mocracy and over two hundred and twenty-five years of
Constitutional precedence to become the first President of
the United States not to be elected into office.  Mark
McGwire and company mock the sacred rules of fair ath-

letic play by injecting needles loaded with illegal perfor-
mance enhancing drugs.  Lastly, let us not forget Arnold
Schwarzenegger, the Governator of California, who infa-
mously embraces and credits his past steroid use for pro-
pelling him to unfathomable wealth and power.

As I became older, more experienced and presumably
wiser, I have come to realize that this society we live in is all
about cutting corners and cheating the system.  Mark
McGwire will probably never have to pay for a meal again,
because he juiced up and broke Maris’ homerun record.
When all is said and done, the ever-scowling Barry Bonds
will sit pretty with his plaque enshrined in the Baseball Hall
of Fame. Jason Giambi can cry and say sorry to the entire
world, but ultimately, he will have the luxury of dabbing
away his tears, blowing his nose, and wiping his ass with
Ben Franklins supplied by his $120,000,000 (not a typo)
guaranteed contract as designated hitter  for the New York
Yankees.  As for the rest of us, we toil in our blood, sweat
and tears for 40 to 80 hours per week only to earn meager
wages and that doesn’t include the time and effort spent
soiling our noses (up you know where).

When I have children one day, can I honestly tell them
to play by those rules, especially when I know there are
those who are smart enough to cheat?  My friends, family,
and I all played by the rules.  None of us have made a name
for ourselves.  None of us are financial tycoons.  None of
us enjoy the dream life. Simply put, none of us have the
talent to achieve greatness.  So what am I supposed to tell
to my son or daughter when he or she is faced with a ques-
tion of ethics, whether it be in sports, life, or academics?

Surely, I want to tell my child to play it fair and square, but
if my child inherits my genes, he or she will likely wallow in
a pool of mediocrity.  Mr. Bush, Mr. McGwire, Mr. Giambi
and all the other cheaters have taught me that the rules
only apply to those ethical (or most likely in their personal
opinions, stupid) enough to follow them.

Perhaps several eons ago, in a galaxy far, far away,
ethical behavior and moral conduct was something to be

commended and rewarded.  Unfortunately today, good eth-
ics seems to have become a burden in one’s struggle for
success.  I believe most of us live by a set of morals and at
least try to avoid the temptations that snared Mr. Bush and
Mr. McGwire.  Most of us value ethics more greatly than
the materialistic trappings of wealth, fame and power.  Un-
fortunately, as moral citizens of society, we lose out com-
petitively to cheaters and that is something we, as a soci-
ety, should cease to tolerate, that is – if we even can.

Survival of the Fittest Cheaters
BY THOMAS LEUNG
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Unfortunately today, good
ethics seems to have be-
come a burden in one’s
struggle for success.
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Some ‘Unqualified’ Rhetoric
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BY JAMIE GULLEN

Conservative Papers at Cornell ‘Gone Wild’
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n the Cornell Daily Sun, the Cornell Review, the
Cornell American, and all around campus,
conservatives have constantly complained that they

are being persecuted because of their political ideologies
and beliefs.  The American was outraged at the idea of
their losing student funding supposedly due to censorship
from the Left. Yet, despite all the concerns about the
prejudices of Cornell University arrayed against them, the
Review and the American continue to espouse prejudice
against many different kinds of people within the Cornell
community. At the end of the day, I’d rather be guilty of
discrimination against people who are prejudiced— a choice
they are consciously making— than of standing silently
by as students who have no choice in their ethnicity and
gender pay to fund publications who directly discriminate
against them. Somewhere, a line needs to be drawn between
free speech and hate speech.

Now conservatives are probably thinking this is another
leftist attack on the First Amendment for the sake of stifling
different viewpoints. First of all, conservative ideologies
and beliefs should be included in the academic forum and
Cornell should strive for full representation of political
thought. Conservative ideas, however, can be expressed
without intonations of
discriminatory views. It is
simple enough to make an
argument about traditional
family values without calling
women whores, or to debate
the merits of affirmative action
without calling African
Americans unqualified or
inferior.  Secondly, the First Amendment may give anyone
the right to publish any thoughts they choose,
discriminatory or not, but Cornell University, a proponent
of Open Doors, Open Hearts, Open Minds, does not need
to take money from students that are being affected by this
hateful language and fund these publications through it.
Does Cornell really want its name attached to publications
that alienate and discriminate against members of its
community? Do students who feel personally assaulted by
articles published in these newspapers want their student
activities fee funding them?

Hate speech, discrimination, and prejudice are strong
words, so let’s take a closer look at some specific incidents
over the past year regarding the Review and the American.
Let’s start with the Cornell Review, which often sticks to
real intellectual discussion, but occasionally feels the need
to insert prejudiced commentary on order to shock people
into reading their publication. One example of this behavior
can be seen in an article about the concerns by the former
president of Students Acting for Gender Equality (SAGE)
regarding a lack of female speakers during Mock Elections.
The Review described SAGE as ‘the campus group made

up of feminists who can’t get any ass, as well as men who
see their membership as a way to pick up these pseudo-
women.’  It concludes by saying, ‘Why are you whining
about it? Shut up and go make me a sandwich, woman.’(18
Oct. 04)  If the Review thought Mock Election was correct
in this dispute, it could have laid out a respectful argument
for their view. There is no need to espouse sexist and
stereotypical view of women and feminists from a
political publication whose mission should be to further
intellectual political debate on campus.

A more egregious example comes from an article about
how affirmative action benefits whites because ‘the least-
qualified whites are more competent than their black
counterparts. ‘Less-qualified whites like myself score the
B’s and C’s because the D’s and F’s stick to blacks and
Hispanics.’ This supposedly happens because, ‘After
acceptance, whites and Asians are prepared for college;
this boosts their grades. Affirmative action pits under
qualified races against those that are on average better.’(1
Dec. 04)  This type of rhetoric is outrageous and should be
unacceptable in a campus publication. Racial inferiority
arguments should be left out of the affirmative action debate
because they are nothing more than racism dressed up in a

political discussion.
One last example from

the Review is not a direct
quotation because the fake
ads they routinely display
in that publication were not
available online.  However,
I distinctly remember
picking up a copy of the

Review, flipping through it, and seeing a pretend ad for
meeting of Muslim Cornellians, advertising the opportunity
to burn virgins and perform any number of other obscene
and desecrative acts. This outright generalization and
misrepresentation of the Muslim faith conveyed in a
supposedly comical way is appalling. Regardless of personal
or religious beliefs, it is disgraceful and hateful to make fun
of an entire religion or group of people or to assert that all
Muslims act in a fundamentalist ideology.

Moving on to the American, Michael Hint, the
publisher, frequently writes columns pretending to be an
African American. For the record, he is Caucasian. In an
attack on Kwanzaa, he offers his expert opinion, since he
knows so much about his ‘black roots,’ saying, ‘From this
African-American to all of my brothers and sisters of the
world, and Cornell specifically, let us promote unity instead
of division and leave Kwanzaa on the trash heap of
history.’(15 Dec. 04) How anyone could think that it is
permissible to mock another race of people by pretending
to understand the pain and suffering, as well as cultural
meanings, which have developed over centuries, is beyond
me.

In an article characterizing all Muslims as hateful
extremists, an American author advocates that, ‘a careful
scrutiny of  The Patriot Act and an interesting interpretation
could probably justify a government issued mandate to
deny all foreign Muslims the right to study at an American
university. A more logical first step would be to halt the
issuance of student visas granted to any person applying
for admission to an American institution of study from a
primarily Islamic country.’(3 Nov. 04)  I can’t image how I
would feel as a foreign Muslim student at Cornell knowing
that I was paying for a publication to advocate my not
being allowed into the country, not to mention into Cornell.
That does not sound like open doors, hearts, or minds to
me, nor does it sound like any person able to get instruction
in any study.

Most recently, the American’s February issue featured
a front cover picture of women with stickers covering their
breasts labeled with the caption: ‘This is What a Feminist
Looks Like.’ An article bashing V-Day activities followed.
Regardless of how the American feels about chocolate
vagina lollipops, I am sick of Cornell women being called
whores and sluts in every issue. What women and men
choose to do in their sexual life is their business, but Cornell
women offer much more than just an easy score, and it is
demeaning and offensive to constantly describe them as
sexual objects of men, or to suggest that women must be
chaste in order to tame wild and savage men. In an article in
the American last year, Cornell women were told that their
primary purpose in life should be to serve their husbands
needs. This is another example of rhetoric designed to
marginalize women that is damaging to those females who
are successful at Cornell, and who have promising future
careers.

These are only a small selection of the highly offensive
rhetoric that pervades every issue of the Cornell American
and the Cornell Review. Comments about the immorality of
homosexuality, the AIDS virus being a homosexual disease,
Islam being inherently an extremist and evil religion, women
being whores who need to remember their place in the
kitchen, and African Americans being unqualified and
inferior to whites are popular article topics, alongside articles
about the prejudice conservatives face from the intolerant
Cornell left. I find it hard to feel sorry for the prejudice you
face when you feel no remorse for the prejudice you inflict
onto others. So either bring on intellectual conservative
arguments and cast the bigotry aside, or face the fact that
Cornell students who are victims of your hateful speech
will not want their student activities fee going to fund
publications that violate Cornell’s mission statement as well
as concepts of basic human dignity.

This type of rhetoric is outrageous
and should be unacceptable in a
campus publication
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The New Face of American Propaganda
A Hollywood Miracle and A Military Production Team Line

t the time of printing, the United Press International
has reported the following information. While they
have not been widely reported, these purported facts

have not been proven false.

Facts:

On the Ninth of March during an interview with Saudi
newspaper al-Medina, a former U.S. Marine said that former
Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein was actually captured in a
fierce gun fight one day before the capture was announced
to happen, and that the widely-viewed capture video
depicting a seemingly tranquil and solemn Saddam was
fabricated by a ‘military production team.’

The famous video was a great insult to Saddam, and
many Iraqis did not believe that it was a true depiction of
their former leader. Nevertheless, it turned out to be an
effective psychological weapon because the video forced

many Iraqis to believe that Saddam was a coward and that
resistance in his name would be vain.

According to the interviewed Marine, the real capture
of Saddam Hussein involved an intense fire-fight during
which Saddam himself fired at the US forces from a window
and one Marine was killed.

Implications:

While this may not be news to doubters of the Americans’
fairy-tale of the capture of Saddam, the above story does
prove that there is a new active force in psychological
warfare which has changed the weapons of choice from
leaflets, aid, and media saturation to outright deception and
fabrication — lies based on lies.

What kind of freedom are we spreading when it requires
the former leader of Iraq to be drugged and globally mocked
after he has obviously been deposed? There is a clear

political and military advantage for staging the capture.
But what could operations such as these lead to? What
video-captured truth from the past could have been the
fabrication of a military production team?

Much of our information we receive from Iraq and the
Middle East is ‘leaked’ from anonymous sources to Al-
Jazeera, the largest Arab television news network. We view
the Al-Jazeera logo as a stamp of authenticity.

It seems to me that this is a clear exposure of what
could be many hidden motives and actions in the Middle
East to promote specific agendas. Unfortunately, the story
of Saddam’s capture could be the most that is exposed,
leaving much to speculation. Nevertheless, certainly this
does show that our government is willing to go through
much effort in order to do whatever is necessary to deceive
for political purposes.

A
BY J. PHILLIP NELSON
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Israel and Accountability
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Terrorism cannot be
stamped out by aggres-
sion and more violence
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A Response to Will Rosenzweig’s ‘Who’s the Victim’

r. Rosenzweig’s recent op-ed piece
‘Who’s the Victim’ (Turn Left, 2
Mar.05) exemplifies the disgrace

to liberalism which I tried to confront in my
previous column.  As much as he claims to
‘support the majority of the Palestinian
people and understand their plight,’ it is
evident that Mr. Rosenzweig’s refusal to
acknowledge that Israel’s policies cannot
be allowed to continue is indicative of his
inability to be true to his allegedly liberal
ideals and confront oppression.

Mr. Rosenzweig makes a concerted
effort to vilify the Palestinians and their
leadership in order to place the blame for
the conflict solely in their hands.  He cites
first the Peel Commission, but mistakenly
writes that the ‘Israelis’ (who did not exist
until 1948) accepted it.  Mr. Rosenzweig is
apparently ignorant of the Twentieth Zionist
Conference’s comment on the proposal,
which said that ‘the partition plan proposed
by the Peel Commission is not to be
accepted.’  He then goes on to blame
Palestinians for the 1948 war, but fails to

acknowledge the sinister Zionist crimes
which came out of it, including the
displacement of hundreds of thousands of
Palestinians, numerous atrocities against
civilians by Israel’s soldiers, and the seizure
of vast tracts of land beyond those granted
by the United Nations.

Furthermore, it seems that Mr.
Rosenzweig does not have a clear
understanding of the 1978 Camp David
Accords.  He implies that the Palestinians
were involved in the meeting, but is quite
mistaken; Jimmy Carter sponsored the
conference between President Sadat of

Egypt and Menachem Begin of
Israel.  The Palestinians were
entirely absent.

A large portion of the
piece is dedicated to a
chastisement of Arafat for
refusing Barak’s offer of land
for a Palestinian state in 2000.
What Mr. Rosenzweig ignores
is the fact that the tracts of land
not offered were the ones that
were essential to creating a
viable Palestinian state—
corridors supplying access to
water and connecting the
scattered territories. This fact
is ignored by those who wish
to vilify Arafat as the only
leader responsible for the
failure of peace.  While I do not
believe that the late Palestinian
leader’s policies were very
effective, and wholeheartedly
condemn his commitment to
the use of terror against Israeli
non-combatants, perhaps it is

time to examine the record of Ariel Sharon,
Israel’s Prime Minister, whose career
included the atrocious massacre of
hundreds of villagers in Qibya in 1953 by a
unit which he commanded, and the
orchestration of the ill-planned Israeli foray
into Lebanon in 1982 that left thousands of
civilians and Israeli soldiers dead, and
culminated in the massacre of hundreds of
Palestinian refugees in the Sabra and Shatila
camps.  Arafat may have been no man of
peace, but it is very wrong to hold his
government alone responsible for the
conflict.

Mr. Rosenzweig goes on to question
my assertion that the establishment of Israel
was due largely to British sympathies with
Zionists.  He contradicts himself by writing
that Britain ‘stood in opposition to a Jewish
homeland’ after his earlier citation of the
Peel Commission that granted land to the
Jews; moreover, it should be
unquestionably clear from Balfour’s
infamous words, ‘His Majesty’s government
view with favor the establishment in
Palestine of a national home for the Jewish
people…’ that the British were clearly
dedicated to the establishment of a Jewish
homeland in order to serve their political
and imperial goals.

The dangerous charge is made that I
am anti-Semitic for condemning Israeli
policy.  It is to his great discredit that Mr.
Rosenzweig would employ the disgraceful
tactic of implying that criticism of Israel is
equal to hatred of the Jewish people; this is
a crime against real victims of anti-Semitism
and is a deplorable attempt to silence those
who criticize Israel’s very real aggression,
which is all too evident in the construction
of illegal settlements in the Occupied
Territories, the annexation of vast tracts of
land by the Apartheid Wall, and schemes
like the recent attempt to seize East
Jerusalem property from Palestinians by
enforcing an archaic 1950 law.  I would never
suggest that these crimes are in any way a
result of the Jewish identity of Israel, but I
will acknowledge and condemn them as acts
of aggression that need to be redressed.

I hope I have been clear above in
explaining my position on responsibility for
the conflict: while Palestinian terrorism and
leaders who accept it are a great obstacle to
peace, I believe that at the heart of the
conflict is Israel’s aggression.  Terrorism is
a misguided response to Israel’s actions;
Palestinians are only driven to such
barbarism because they are left with few
other choices.  And if I am willing to
recognize the failures of Palestinians, Mr.
Rosenzweig needs to acknowledge the
misdeeds of the state of Israel.  Is it not a
crime to force three million people to remain
under an illegal military occupation that
began thirty-eight years ago, denying them
any hope of civil rights whatsoever?  Is it
right to respond to terrorism by a few radical
Palestinians by collectively punishing
innocent people through home demolitions,
curfews, arbitrary arrests and checkpoints
that make life impossible?  After all, Israel is
supposed to be a civilized nation, and it is
time for us to hold it accountable for its
barbarous policies towards Palestinians.

The question should no longer be
whether Israel has the right to exist: Israel
does exist and will exist, and I accept that.
However, I refuse to believe that there will
ever be peace until Israel ends its occupation
of the Palestinian Territories and takes steps
to make a truly autonomous and viable
Palestine a reality.  The illegal settlers, all
two-hundred and fifty thousand of them,
must be removed because every one of
them is a criminal by various international
laws.  Israeli soldiers must learn to respond
to terrorism in ways that will not merely incite
further hatred and harm innocents, and the
Israeli leadership must be willing to make
true concessions.  Terrorism cannot be
stamped out by agression and more
violence, and until the Israelis come to the
negotiating table with the will to treat
Palestinians as equals who deserve a state
and homeland, or what is left of it, just as
much as the Jewish people, the great human
and civil rights crisis in Palestine will
continue.

A young boy on his way to school is stopped at an
Israeli checkpoint.

Contention Among CU Dems Exec Board

Student Assembly and Lim’s Students First
ticket.)  Where Lim and Gullen differ is that
Lim claims to have told the executive board
who, despite ‘one or two complaints,’ tac-
itly agreed that it was okay; Gullen says
that she was never told.

The Howard Dean event was another
point of contention.  Lauterbach says that
she spoke to administrators who said that
the event was not run properly, and the ad-
ministration was basically left in the dark.
While Lauterbach said that the event could
have been held at a larger venue if the right
people had been involved, Lim maintains
that he contacted the Statler and the admin-
istration several times, but they refused to
allow the event to take place there as it
would interfere with classes.

While there were many accusations
made at Lim about the Democrats, the most
heated issue seems to have been that of the
Student Assembly elections.  Lim’s ticket
has long been associated with the Cornell
Democrats, and many at the meeting felt that
this association was hurtful to the organi-
zation.  Fagen, Gullen, and Lauterbach all
told TL that, to varying degrees, they hope
that the Cornell Democrats will stay out of
the Student Assembly.

Throughout the discussion, members
of the audience questioned the motivation
behind bringing these issues up at that par-
ticular meeting, one week before elections.
Fagen said that as soon as they had ample
evidence to go ahead with the impeachment,
they did; he said that he ‘wasn’t going to
do him [Lim] a favor by waiting one week.’
Neither Fagen nor Gullen was running for
Student Assembly, but Lauterbach was run-
ning for Class of 2006 Council.  Lauterbach
agrees that the timing was poor, especially

for her situation, but Fagen organized the
proceedings.

After about an hour of discussion
where it seemed that most of the audience
agreed that it was not the appropriate day
to vote on impeaching Lim, Lim finally con-
ceded to Fagen.  The mood in the room in-
dicated that most would be open to waiting
a week for Lim to have an opportunity to
bring his own friends to the meeting, but
Lim decided that he would resign because
it would be impossible for the executive
board to work together in any capacity in
the future as tensions between them were
so high.  The conversation that ensued
questioned when the right moment for Lim
to release his resignation would be.  Every-
one in the room was very cognizant of the
looming elections, as this was just under a
week before the Student Assembly elec-
tions. The decision was made that Lim would
resign, and that evening, he sent an e-mail
to the Cornell Democrats e-mail list, inform-

ing them of the same.
The final decisions of the quorum were

to dissolve the Cornell Democrats execu-
tive board and to hold elections two weeks
from that day on March 16th.

Sam Buffone, who, despite having
worked on Senator Kerry’s campaign last
semester, has admittedly only attended two
meetings of the Democrats this year.
Buffone is running against Fagen for the
office of President; both have made it very
clear in their platforms that they want to
distance themselves from the Cornell Demo-
crats of this year.  The only student run-
ning for a Democrats position who also ran
for Student Assembly is Randy Lariar who
is running for Vice President.

Elections for the new executive board
are this Wednesday, and it will certainly be
a turning-point for the club with Lim, presi-
dent for the last two years, no longer in the
driver seat.

Continued from CU Dems,
page 3
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I was not among the many
that came out to see Mr.
Stewart, and my reason for
abstaining was not the
outrageously long lines to
buy tickets.
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Jon Stewart: A Citizen’s
Guide to Hypocrisy

on Stewart spoke to Cornell
students on March 4th.  Barton Hall
was packed with adoring fans of his

comedy and his Comedy Central television
show The Daily Show.  Reviews across
campus, including the opinion of the
Cornell Daily Sun, lauded his performance
as uproariously funny.  The event was
portrayed as a huge success.  Stewart
made his entrance to Cornell with great
fanfare and left with even greater praise
and admiration.  I too happen to be a big
fan of Jon Stewart’s comedy and have no
doubts that his performance was nothing
short of hilarious.  However, I was not
among the many that came out to see Mr.
Stewart, and my reason for abstaining was
not the outrageously long lines to buy
tickets.  Although I generally agree with
most everything Mr. Stewart says on his
show and find it impossible to restrain from
laughing out loud when I watch it, I can’t
help but be turned off by some of the
statements and choices he has made off of
the show.

The beginning of my dislike of Jon
Stewart personally began with his
appearance last year on CNN’s political
debate show Crossfire.  Stewart appeared
on the show supposedly to promote his new
comedy book America: A Citizens’ Guide
to Democracy Inaction.  Instead he turned
the interview into a diatribe condemning the
show and its effect on the political process.
Among the punchy quotes Mr. Stewart
produced that day, his urging of hosts
Tucker Carlson and Paul Begala to ‘stop
hurting America’ and his shot at Carlson
calling him ‘a dick’ stand out.  Mr. Stewart’s
argument was that Crossfire was merely
political rhetoric from professional spin-
doctors and that the show was dominated
by the propaganda of political agents rather
than informed political debate.  Stewart’s
popularity consequently soared to new
heights after his appearance on Crossfire,
especially among the young college aged
population that went to see his performance
at Barton Hall.

While Mr. Stewart does have a point
about the show, his flippant manner
showed him to be nothing more than an
entertainer while trying to take on a serious
role. During his appearance on CNN, Mr.
Stewart insisted that it was vital to the
health of our democracy that we have
real, intelligent debate that doesn’t use

cheap drama to attract audiences.  He also
asserted that as a comedian who reports
fake news, he doesn’t have to uphold the
same standards he is setting for others.
While I certainly agree that on The Daily
Show Mr. Stewart has much more leverage
than a regular news anchor, I still see a
glaring inconsistency in his rhetoric.  Mr.
Stewart claims to be driven by his dismay
with the current political process and his
hope of a better one that focuses on real
news.  In doing so he has made himself
the de facto champion of young people
frustrated with the political process.  But
take into account his other actions.  He
goes on Crossfire and makes a mockery
of a show that at least is beginning to
attract younger audiences to politics and
subsequently gets the show cancelled.
He publishes a book that doesn’t merely
use American politics to make people
laugh, but systematically tears apart our
country’s most sacred institutions.

Dave Barry’s book Dave Barry
Slept Here is an example of a comedy book
about American history and politics that
has no underlying theme other than its
hilarity.  It is clear from Mr. Stewart’s book

and statements that he
has utter contempt for
our political process.
How can he reconcile
this pure distaste for
the entirety of
American politics with
his great desire, as he
expressed on
Crossfire, to improve
our current system?
The answer is that he
really can’t. Mr. Stewart
constantly rails against
corporations and the
cutthroat capitalistic
greed on his show, and
then takes $100,000 to
come speak to
Cornellians, clearly far
and away higher than a
reasonable price.

What is readily
apparent from
comparing the many
sides of Jon Stewart is
that he greatly enjoys
his immense popularity
and wealth and will
continue to fight for
what he believes in: the
satisfaction of his ego.
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a show of being the epitome of patriotism.
They send our men and women into danger
on fabricated intelligence (no, they didn’t
make a mistake, they lied to you) while they
claim to support the troops. Why do we put
up with this dishonest, disgraceful
treatment of our soldiers? Because the
people in power have made it comfortable
for us to be at war. This is not the way it
used to be, and it is not the way it’s meant
to be.

They appoint Alberto Gonzales as
attorney general of the United States and
they say they care about the lives of
American soldiers. This is the man who
authorized the use of torture, the man who

refers to the
G e n e v a
Conventions
as ‘quaint
a n d
o b s o l e t e ’ .
The Geneva
Conventions
benefit us,
the United
States, more
than anyone

else. Our troops are the ones deployed in
dangerous places all over the globe. If you
don’t care about Iraqi prisoners being
tortured and humiliated, that’s fine. It’s sick,
but it’s fine. Can’t we, at the very least, have
some consideration for the lives of our own
brothers and sisters, our fellow Americans?
The way our government has trampled upon
human rights has put our soldiers in danger
and robbed America of any moral authority
on the subject of torture. How dare they
endanger our soldiers? And how dare we
stand by and let them? Where is the outrage
of the American people? Where is our voice
of protest? It is silent. We sit on our hands
and watch because the United States is at
war but we are not.

The thugs who run our country today
have tried to de-fang the power of protest
by fattening us on our own greed. But they
will not succeed. They encourage a culture
of consumerism, trying to blind us to the
injustices they heap upon the men and
women who sacrifice the most for this
country. But we will not forget the people
who die every day to defend us. They want
to sell us their perverted form of patriotism
on a five-buck car magnet, but we don’t have
to buy it – and we won’t. They want to tie
your support for your countrymen to
support for an unjust war and, even worse,
to support for them. If supporting our troops
truly meant supporting their war, what the
hell are you doing here at home sticking
inane slogans to your bumper? Remember
that there is nothing more patriotic than
concern for the welfare and lives of your
countrymen and there is no better way to
show your colors than to stand up to those
who do anything to unjustifiably harm them.
What have you done today to support our
troops?

BY WILL ROSENZWEIG

War and Consumerism
‘Support our Troops’ and the New Culture

BY ADITYA SHARMA

John Stewart, through his humor and his actions,
tends to contradict what he claims are his underlying

political beliefs

t has never been quite as easy to
show your patriotism as it is in
America today. When America was

fighting in World War II, people had to
sacrifice. The troops needed metal, so
people used less of it and recycled what
was used. Food was rationed. Women
stepped up and took on what were then
considered men’s jobs. America was a
country at war and everyone contributed
in every way possible. Over the years this
idea – that war entails sacrifice – seems to
be steadily slipping away from the public
consciousness. The concept seems to
c o m p l e t e l y
evade the
c u r r e n t
adminstration
and its
s u p p o r t e r s .
Today the
p o o r e s t
A m e r i c a n s
and the
families of
soldiers are the
only ones
making sacrifices; they have been left out
in the cold to bear the full burden of these
hard times.

President Bush is fond of reminding
us periodically that we are at war with the
forces of evil. In a time of war the President
has cut the wealthiest Americans’ taxes.
The inaugural balls earlier this year were
as extravagant as ever and the most
expensive in history, costing over $40
million and reflecting in no perceptible
manner that our men and women are dying
overseas. The tone of austerity and
simplicity that has accompanied wartime
inaugurations in the past was
conspicuous merely by its absence. In this
time of war, consumerism and the ‘super-
size’ culture are going strong. Even as
hybrid vehicle technology improves, SUVs
have gone from the big and wasteful
models of the 90’s to the enormous beasts
we see overrunning the streets today.

The increased popularity of military
vehicles like the Humvee here at home is
also evidence that our society is coming
to embrace a culture of war. While serving
in America’s armed forces today is as
honorable as it ever has been and,
hopefully, always will be, pretending to
serve has become the ‘in’ thing.
Nowadays, everyone wants a taste of war.
No one wants it more, though, than the
suburban loser cruising the streets in a
monstrosity that ought to have treads
instead of wheels, or sitting at home
chomping down on a Big Mac and
watching Desperate Housewives
(incidentally, all those ‘values voters’ who
rocked the polls in November don’t seem
to have a problem with this show; on the
other hand, they rabidly protest Will &
Grace – damn queers). He can rattle his
saber and call for war from the comfort of
his home and then go out for a drive and
play soldier, too.

What better than an oversized,
armored vehicle to give you a taste of life
on the battlefield? And you can ‘support
our troops’ on the cheap if you buy one of
those yellow-ribbon magnets for the
bumper on your tank. How could you fail
to impress with your chic, martial sensibility
the next time you come lumbering in to drop
your six-year old off at school? In today’s
war-oriented society, you would impress
all the other kids, too.

Even as it fosters this society of excess
and consumerism, the right-wing puts up

I

Class and warfare without class warfare.
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The inaugural balls earlier this
year were the most expensive in
history, costing over $40 million
and reflecting in no perceptible
manner that our men and
women are dying overseas.
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the doctrine itself was centered on the belief
that individualized attention and treatment
would reduce recidivism and therefore crime.
Professor Richard J. Bartlett, of the Albany
Law School, noted that the idea in practice
differed significantly from the ideal in theory:
‘Under the rehabilitative model we have
been able to abuse our charges, the
prisoners, without disabusing our
consciences. Beneath this cloak of
benevolence, hypocrisy had flourished, and
each new exploitation of the prisoner has
inevitably been introduced as an act of
grace.’  Reform programs were being
attacked for being both public-relations
guises and bureaucratic aids used to excuse
punishment as treatment. By 1968, state
commissions on criminal justice were
discovering that the ideal had failed and
expensive rehabilitative efforts had no
influence on recidivism rates.

Frustrated by an ineffective paradigm,
legislators sought to find a workable
alternative to the rehabilitative system.
What they unearthed was determinate
sentencing. The premise behind
determinacy was to standardize sentence
length and abolish parole in effort to reduce
discrepancy and racial prejudice inherent
in the indeterminate model. New York state
governor Mario M. Cuomo explained that,
‘Sentencing must be fair, consistent and
uniformly imposed…Judges now exercise
vast discretion when imposing sentences.
The result is widespread disparities, which
undermine the ability of our sentencing laws
to do justice or control crime.’  From the
beginning, determinate sentencing drew
mass appeal from both Democrats and

Republicans, the reason being that both
parties found within the proposal an
interpretation that agreed with their political
ideology. While unified in support, both
wings of the political spectrum drew up very
different opinions of what the new laws
should entail.

On one end of the political spectrum,
liberals imagined that determinate
sentencing would reduce discrepancy by
establishing sentencing standards. Because
of racism and other socio-economic biases,
there existed huge variances in sentence
length between people convicted of similar
crimes. Liberals hoped that standardization
of sentencing could overcome this
discrepancy. They also argued that long
sentences (which came as a result of the
indeterminate ideal), were not effective in
deterring crime. Rather, liberals suggested
that proposed guidelines rely on the notion
of parsimony (meaning the least amount of
incarcerated time necessary), to maximize
cost efficiency.

From the other end, conservatives were
eager to abolish both indeterminate
sentences and parole, believing that
Americans were being cheated when
criminals were released early. Happening
concurrently in the executive branch,
President Nixon’s ‘tough on crime’
movement was gaining wide support. From
within this new model came a surge of
punitive sentiments within the Republican
Party. The conservative side of the spectrum
hoped that by imposing mandatory
minimums, they could ensure that criminals
served their entire sentences in full.

Because of its wide support, state
sentencing commissions were set up to
evaluate and decide upon a set of mandatory
minimum guidelines. Although the idea had
widespread support throughout state
legislatures, when it came time to create a
standardized sentencing schedule, opinions
were anything but alike. In theory, the aim
of determinate sentencing was to make the
criminal justice system more efficient and
fair. Soon, it became apparent that there were
forces greater than idealism playing a role
in the struggle over determinacy.

As the ‘Tough on Crime’ movement
began to take root on the legislative level in
both state and federal government,
legislative bodies became more and more
concerned with their role in imposing
mandatory minimums. By the late 1970s, the

media had caught on to the determinate
wave, arousing sentiment for the project
from the American public. As the issue
gained public exposure, legislators began
to worry about its effect upon their political
identities. Many delegates, especially those
in New York state legislature, had employed
‘tough on crime’ strategies in their election
campaigns. When it came time to vote upon
the determinate proposition, New York
Assemblyman John J. Flannigan reminded
the New York State Senators of their prior
commitments to the punitive ideal. He urged
legislators to support the most severe
punishments, warning that if they did not,
the public
w o u l d
c r i t i c i ze
them for
voting for
‘not the
most, not
e v e n
s e v e r e ,
not even
light, but
the least
p o s s i b l e
penalties.’
B e c a u s e
the public
s o
s t r o n g l y
supported
‘tough on
c r i m e ’
measures,
politicians
f e a r e d
b e i n g
labeled as
soft on
crime. For
concerned
legislators,
determinate
sentencing was an easy and politically
profitable way to respond to constituent
fears.

Criticism of the new mandatory
minimums arose quickly. Opponents of the
legislation warned politicians to consider
the possible repercussions if such a law
were to be passed. In 1983, an article in The
New York Times explained that determinate
sentencing was, ‘[i]n theory…a good
idea…The guidelines approach is usually
sold as a way to get tough, to bring stern
certainty to a haphazard process. Yet
sentences designed to conserve prison
space would have to be short. Once in place,
guideline sentences would never be
reduced. Yet as they exceed the average time
now served, they would quickly overload
the system.’

Thus, to make the determinate model
financially reasonable, state legislators were
faced with a problem. Either they had to
approve short sentences (which ran
contrary to the ‘tough on crime’ ideal), or
they had to build more prisons. Translated
into a legislative issue, the decision to pass
mandatory minimums was one between an
extreme cost to the public and the personal
political image of each individual legislator.
Final decisions favored the latter of the two,
and by 1983 mandatory minimum laws had
been ratified by forty states. Just a year later,
the issue was nationalized by the U.S.
Congress, who passed determinate
sentencing into federal law through the
Comprehensive Crime Control Act.

For a long time, determinate sentencing
was marketed as a crime-control strategy.
From the beginning, the mandatory
minimums were intended to reform prisons
and to standardize sentencing procedure.
The actual application of this ideal resulted

in a situation quite different from what was
intended. The influence of party politics,
Nixon’s ‘War on Crime,’ and public support
led the movement astray from its ideological
foundation. Although in theory the
determinate model seemed to be a great
solution, the ideal itself did not carry its
way into law, instead being perverted into
the final result of the adoption of extremely
punitive mandatory minimums. The
ratification of determinate sentencing
legislation has lead to dramatic increases
within national inmate populations; between
1968 and 1993 the United States inmate
population increased nearly 400%. The

budget for
incarceration
is higher
now than it
has ever
been in
n a t i o n a l
h i s t o r y ,
e c h o i n g
n a t i o n a l
i n m a t e
numbers of
over two
m i l l i o n .
While all
this has
b e e n
implemented,
crime rates
in America
have not
d e c l i n e d .
T h e
nationally-
standardized
sentencing
grid has
done little
to make the
p e n a l
s y s t e m

more equal, and racial discrepancies still
pervade the system.

Determinacy, in its implementation, is
an example of how party politics have a
tendency to erode well-meaning ideas.
Today, America’s legislators face a similar
problem. They look once again at a prison
system that is expensive, overcrowded, and
ineffective at lowering crime. Regardless of
intent, if the government wishes to reduce
crime rates in society and establish equality
in prisons, major changes are necessary.
Unless legislators are able to make changes
without compromising to party politics, the
United States will be forever doomed to
follow inefficient, unequal sentencing
structure, and fall short of upholding the
ideals of fairness and equality that the
citizens of this country hold so dear.

‘Political confusion has
both lengthened
sentences and increased
spending without
achieving the penal
system’s task: the
reduction of crime.’

Determinate sentencing has increased incarceration
periods and taxpayer expense without reducing crime.

(Source:  www.prisonaftercare.com )

A Penal System Gone Awry
Continued from Gone Awry,

on Cover...
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WhenWhenWhenWhenWhen Utah Valley State
College invited Michael
Moore to speak, no one
imagined that a raging
controversy would soon
ensue ... one between
good and evil.

“RIVETING!”
“PACKS A PUNCH!”
           - Catalyst Magazine
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nfortunately, very few people are
aware of one of the most vital parts
of the antiwar movement: student

protest against military recruitment.  Military
recruitment on college campuses is on the
rise and can be opposed on many fronts:
anti-war, LGBT rights, environmental
concerns, women’s rights, and class issues.
The latest movement against this invasion
of campuses began in earnest for those who
were unable to attend the Counter-
Inauguration on Jan 20th, 2005.  Campuses
marched against the war on that day,
forming organized-walkout contingents.
These protests took place in cities from
Boulder, Colo. to San Francisco to Austin,
Texas.  One of the best publicized, due to its
success, was the Seattle Central Community
College walkout.  At the height of the
walkout, 500 students surrounded the
recruiters’ table calling them out for their
support of the illegal and unjust occupation
of Iraq as well as their tactics of targeting
working-class youth.  The recruiters left
within minutes after the
confrontation began.  As
the story spread, many
college sites have become
involved in this
campaign, each campus
adopting the tactics most
appropriate for their
situation.

This issue hits close
to him as it has now come
to Cornell.  Cornell for
Peace and Justice (CPJ)
decided to take up a
demilitarization campaign
for two different, but
equally important,
reasons.  The military
actively discriminates
against the LGBT
community through the
‘Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell’
policy, rendering them an
unacceptable component
of our campus and our

mission at Cornell.  They are also in the
process of furthering US imperialism at the
cost of Iraqi and US lives.  Military recruiters
come to our campus to sell a deadly career.
These reasons compelled Cornell for Peace
and Justice to take action.  On February
28th, Lambda Law, an LGBT law student
group, hosted a forum on the Solomon
Amendment, which attempts to withdraw
federal funding from schools that ban
military recruiters.  It was struck down in a
2-1 ruling in late November by the U.S. 3rd
Circuit Court of Appeals.  Approximately
100 people attended the forum, including a
sizeable turnout from the CPJ, the
International Socialist Organization,
Students Acting for Gender Equality
(SAGE), and Direct Action to Stop
Homophobia (DASH).  One of the goals of
the forum was to identify the
administration’s views and to persuade
them into action.  Unfortunately, the
administration’s response was vague
disinterest, offering only a promise to host

Students at Yale Law School lead a demonstration against the Solomon Amendment.  Recently, an Alabama
federal judge announced that he will refuse to hire any Yale Law School graduates for clerkships because of the

school’s decision to deny access to military recruiters on campus.  (Leo Stevens / Yale Daily News)

U
When asked directly, the
recruiters had no choice
but to state their discrimi-
natory policy.

an academic forum on the issue in the fall of
2005.

The lack of official movement on the
issue led many people to look for other ways
to pressure the administration.  This
sentiment helped CPJ convince a large
number of students to come out for a day of
direct action.  On March 3rd, CPJ organized
a movement to confront military recruiters
at a Career Fair through the use of printed
scripts detailing why the military’s
discrimination of the LGBT community is
unacceptable.  The volunteers asked
questions of the recruiters to raise interest,
ranging from ‘I want a job with travel’ to ‘I
want to use my training in languages.’  After
short conversations, they then asked the
recruiters if their prospects would be limited
in the service if they were openly gay
(lesbian, bisexual, transgender, or active in
gay liberation movements).  When asked
directly, the recruiters had no choice but to
state their discriminatory policy.

Despite intimidating comments from the
recruiters such as ‘your Uncle Sam isn’t
proud of you,’ a great deal of excitement
was the general sentiment among the sixty
volunteers involved, as well as with

passerby at the fair.  Volunteers then filled
out the Campus Discrimination Report form.
On the form’s ‘desired outcome’ space, sixty
people had the opportunity to tell the
administration they wanted the recruiters
off of the campus.  They then flooded the
office with sixty complaints in one day,
overwhelming an office that usually receives

six a month.  The key strength of
this action lay in the collective
collaboration of progressives.
These actions remind everyone
that progressives can forge
strong unions instead of merely
weak coalitions since many of
the causes progressives work for
are strongly linked. On March
3rd, Cornell progressives
demonstrated that they can
accomplish much more, acting in
solidarity, than they ever could
alone. At the same time, they
assisted a growing, nationwide
struggle to free our campuses of
the discriminatory and predatory
presence of military recruiters.
Pressure must be continually
applied to the military and their
recruiters until they give up their
discriminatory policies or until
Cornell gives in.

Discriminate? Don’t Come and Tell
        BY BEKAH WARD

Cornellians Confront Military Recruiters on Anti-Gay Policy
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Affirmative Action for
Conservative Professors

Continued from Unsettling Truth,
on Cover ...

particularly warped brand of conservatism
can survive. They put the power of aca-
demic oversight into administrative hands
and even possibly the courts – and not
under the responsibility of the intellectual
communities where true academic author-
ity does and should rest. And, they could
potentially create a world where America’s
intelligencia cannot fulfil its role as this
nation’s conscience due to fear of being
branded as a brainwashing liberal.

Horowitz is certainly an independent
conservative mind, but if he gets his way in
passing versions of his work in legislatures
across America, these Bills of Rights would
create an America where the word ‘freedom’
carries no meaning.

An Affirmative Action and an Ironic Twist

Part of the psychology of Horowitz’s
conservatism is his liberal doublethink – his
keen ability to turn traditionally liberal is-
sues into conservative ones. According to
his bio on his own FrontPage Magazine
website, Horowitz is a ‘lifelong civil rights
advocate’ – yet he played a part in ending
an Affirmative Action policy in California
colleges and universities in 1996. He is a
self-styled ‘defender of the rights of minori-
ties and other groups under attack – includ-
ing the rights of blacks, gays, women, Jews,
Muslims, Christians’ and of course ‘white
males.’

One of the hijacked liberal ideas
Horowitz is fighting for is diversity, but in
this case it’s so-called ‘political diversity’
he supports, in a policy that is essentially
Affirmative Action in the hiring of conser-
vative professors. The Academic Bill of
Rights states, ‘All faculty shall be hired,
fired, promoted and granted tenure on the
basis of their competence and appropriate
knowledge in the field of their expertise and,
in the humanities, the social sciences, and
the arts, with a view toward fostering a plu-
rality of methodologies and perspectives.’

This is hardly our usual conception of
Affirmative Action. At schools like Cornell,
admissions officials may choose one candi-
date student over another of equal academic
strength in the interests of diversity – in
particular, racial diversity. But David
Horowitz would have universities actively
recruit professors whose contribution to the
diversity of the school would have no posi-
tive effect. It wouldn’t just mean more con-
servative professors in the government de-
partment. Affirmative Action for ‘intellec-
tual diversity’ would bring Marxist profes-
sors to our economics departments, Freud-
ians to the English department, or even
monarchists teaching US history – the

equivalent of Aristotelians lecturing Me-
chanics I to freshman physics students.

The irony of Horowitz’s rabid opposi-
tion to real Affirmative Action aside, the
Academic Bill of Rights is an interesting
case study in the notion of diversity. The
1978 Bakke decision, the case that resulted
in today’s conception of Affirmative Action
in college and university admissions, de-
scribed ‘the goal of achieving a diverse stu-
dent body [as] sufficiently compelling to
justify consideration of race in admissions
decisions under some circumstances’ with
specific reference to ‘racial and ethnic clas-
sifications’. But it’s pretty clear that
Horowitz’s notion of intellectual or political
diversity doesn’t quite gel with ethnic di-
versity.

Affirmative Action is designed to con-
front institutional racism that manifests it-
self in the hiring practices of governments
and companies and in the admissions poli-
cies of colleges and universities, as well as
to encourage ethnic and racial diversity
within academic institutions. Affirmative
Action means more qualified students at
universities like Cornell who are of different
backgrounds than the average Cornellian.
It certainly does not mean the lowering of
standards at aca-
demic institutions
or the establish-
ment of quotas.

Ironically, the
attacks conserva-
tives routinely
launch against Af-
firmative Action
can be justly lev-
elled at Horowitz’s
wish of universities
‘fostering a plural-
ity of methodologies and perspectives.’ Af-
firmative Action for conservative profes-
sors means that academic departments, the
fundamental arbiters of value in academic
work, would no longer hire, fire, promote
and give tenure based upon the quality of
the academic, but on his or her political be-
liefs. There’s no connection between a can-
didate student’s quality and her race, but
there certainly can be a strong connection
between an academic’s scholarly work and
his politics. A historian who denies the ho-
locaust, an economist who teaches labor-
value theory, and a sociologist who ties in-
telligence with ethnic background are all
academically backwards – and their politi-
cal positions show it.

Horowitz’s crusade against liberal bias
in academia obscures its ostensible inten-
tion. If there really is an unfair attitude
against conservative ideals and professors
in the academy, the Academic and Students
Bills of Rights are hardly the way to ad-
dress it. It’s not Affirmative Action Horowitz
wants. It’s Affirmative Distraction.

Horowitz is a smart man – and like his
Bills of Rights, his intentions should cer-
tainly be scrutinized more closely.

Freedom for Whom?

There is no essential notion of progress
in race, but academia strives towards an
ideal of truth, and with that, a sense of
progress towards a better understanding of
the world around us. That’s why Affirma-
tive Action policies in America’s colleges

and universities
are justified, and
why the active re-
cruitment for a di-
versity of political
ideologies is tanta-
mount to the de-
struction of Ameri-
can academia as
we know it.

The Aca-
demic Bill of Free-
dom claims that

‘curricula and reading lists in the humani-
ties and social sciences should reflect the
uncertainty and unsettled character of all
human knowledge in [the social sciences
and humanities] by providing students with
dissenting sources and viewpoints where
appropriate.’ But is the knowledge produced
from the study of history, economics, po-
litical science and other areas of particular
political salience really that dubious? It cer-
tainly is when one’s own opinions are in
the tiny academic and ethical minority.

Horowitz’s horrendous idea is inher-
ently anti-progressive. It affirms that we
could never really know if Nazism was a bad
thing, or if Stalinism was a failure, or if the
American Civil War was about slavery. By
questioning the nature of truth itself,
Horowitz wishes to create a safer place for
his false and deceptive ideologies, ironi-
cally shielding the over-intellectualized un-
derpinnings of his gross conservative po-
sition from the great marketplace of ideas.

While the spirit of Horowitz’s words
certainly ring true (orthodoxy and dogma-
tism are most fundamentally anti-academic;
a college professor would certainly be neg-
ligent if she did not present and critically
analyze various viewpoints on any given
issue), these convoluted Bills of Rights rep-
resent a denial of the fact that some liberal
ideas and policies are a product of solid
academic work, and that truth may in fact
be on the politically progressive side for a
large variety of issues.

The Bills of Rights certainly do stand
on the side of a freedom: the freedom to
spout unfounded reactionary rhetoric into
the minds of Americans under the guise of
rigorous academic discourse.

In asserting the supposed right to
teach Rightist rhetoric alongside rigorous
scholarly work, Horowitz is in fact working
to suppress academic freedom. The Bill
maintains that ‘academic institutions and
professional societies should maintain a

posture of organizational neutrality with
respect to the substantive disagreements
that divide researchers on questions within,
or outside, their fields of inquiry.’ But the
American Association of University Profes-
sors (AAUP) disagrees, asserting the need
for academic departments to make evalua-
tive judgements on scholarly work with ref-
erence to the standards of the academic field
in question. The AAUP’s 2003 statement
regarding the Academic Bill of Rights states
that, ‘only by making such judgments of
quality can academic institutions separate
serious work from mere opinion, responsible
scholarship from mere polemic.’ Of course,
that’s exactly the distinction Horowitz
doesn’t want us to make.

The question really comes down to who
is in charge of academic standards; if not
scholarly experts in representative fields,
then who? The AAUP charges that the Aca-
demic Bill of Rights would erode the sover-
eignty of the academy, leaving university
curricula more, not less, susceptible to po-
litical influence and the whims of ‘activist’
judges. Horowitz’s Bills of Rights set out to
destroy academic freedom and progress,
and to give credibility to political ideas and
ideologies where it is not warranted.

Like Ron Suskind’s critical rendering
of the ‘faith-based community’ surround-
ing George W. Bush, Horowitz would have
an Americans questioning truth itself to make
room for his frightening version of reality.
The Academic and Students’ Bills of Rights
are two steps closer to the neocons’
Orwellian paradise.

Already David Horowitz has suc-
ceeded in passing, albeit watered-down
versions of his Academic Bill of Rights in
the State of California, and is pushing to
have similar bills passed in Colorado, Ohio,
Georgia and in the federal House of Repre-
sentatives. And right here at Cornell, the
SixPAC coalition, along with campus con-
servatives and their self-styled ‘individual-
ist’ subset, wish to impose an image of aca-
demic freedom upon this campus that ig-
nores the nature of the academy and ob-
scures the very notion of freedom.

It’s up to us to realize that ‘establish-
ing a student’s bill of academic freedom’ is
not like other innocuous campaign prom-
ises from SA candidates. It may represent
the next great battle between those who
wish to truly understand the world around
us and expose truth, and those whose per-
sonal mantra is, ‘ignorance is bliss.’

Sources:
http://studentsforacademicfreedom.org/
http://www.frontpagemag.com/
AboutHorowitz/index.asp
http://supct.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/
historics/USSC_CR_0438_0265_ZS.html
http://www.aaup.org/statements/
SpchState/Statements/billofrights.htm

At an institution prized for its scholarship, Horowitz’s Bill of Rights
will not let ‘academic freedoms’ reign

Horowitz’s horrenduous
idea is anti-progressive.
With it, we could never
really know if the Civil
War was about slavery

Where supporting our troops
means equipping soldiers.

Where criticism of our leaders
means support for our troops.
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ith the Democrats looking like they’re going to be the minority party for longer than we’d really care to admit,
we here at TL been thinking about doing a little flip-flopping of our own.  We sat down and weighed the pros

and cons of just giving up on liberalism and becoming conservative.  On the one hand, we’d get to be buddies with
those really cool guys who work for the Review and the American.  On the other, we think the elephant has a bit of a
weight problem.  But we’re not that shallow, so we sat down and came up with our list of the...

Top 10 Reasons We’d Rather Be

Republicans
10. Corruption is profitable.
9. It’s warmer in Georgia.
8. We hear Halliburton gets nifty contracts.
7. Ezekiel 25:17: And it was said, ‘The elephants shall inherit the Earth.’
6. Red is in season.
5. Only Republicans can be coke sniffing pass-out drunks and claim moral
superiority.
4. We want to get in good with the evangelicals before the wall between
church and state finally crumbles.
3. Zell Miller scares us.
2. We hear Ann Coulter only dates her own kind.
1. It’s easier to sleep at night when you have no conscience.

…we don’t think we’ll be switching anytime soon.

W



Something’s cooking in the world of politics, but few are paying attention. News is a weapon

that can be wielded by foregrounding some stories, or, more pertinently, by burying others. TL

staff takes a look at the news items that aren’t always (or are no longer) front-page material.
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College Republicans Say What Senators Won’t

Bush Would Screw You!

ON FEB. 23 SENATOR RICK
SANTORUM (R – Pennsylvania)
attended a public forum on Social
Security in Philadelphia.  Like other
Republicans, Santorum reliably stuck to
the standard Republican script— Social
Security privatization was called
‘personalization’ and ‘reform’.  No
Republican of any significance since
Barry Goldwater has been willing to
publicly say that he opposes the program
or would like to phase it out.  To do so
would be politically disastrous, so
conservatives have learned to always
frame their anti-Social Security position
in pro-Social Security language.

But apparently some Republicans
haven’t read the supposedly-

confidential-but-secretly-leaked Frank
Luntz playbook yet (available at http://
www.politicalstrategy.org/archives/
001118.php).  Luntz, the Republican
pollster, is infamous for his focus groups
and his uncanny ability to spin language,
and is most noted for coining the term
‘death tax’ to describe the estate tax.
While Luntz says Social Security should
be publicly described as a ‘fantastic’
program that needs to be reformed,
College Republicans apparently haven’t
gotten the message.  As Santorum
walked into his Social Security forum,
some protesters shouted, ‘Hey hey, ho
ho, Rick Santorum has got to go.’  The
College Republicans replied with ‘Hey

Sen. Rick Santorum now probably greatly regrets
holding that Philadelphia public forum.

hey, ho ho, Social Security
has got to go.’

TL would like to
congratulate these young
Republicans for finally saying
what many conservatives
really believe about the
Social Security program.  If
only more politicians could
be honest about their
positions and ideology,
American voters might have
an genuine choice.  And
then we’d really see if
Americans thought
‘Social Security has got to
go’!

John Bolton Nominated as UN ‘Ambassador’
EVERYONE KNEW THAT BUSH

wasn’t seriously reconsidering
multilateralism as a part of his foreign
policy as he was visiting Europe.  What
was unexpected was how quickly he
would reveal that he was feigning interest
in the topic.

The appointment of John Bolton to
the United Nations, announced on
Monday, allows everyone to rest assured
that Bush will continue to unilaterally
blunder his way through global politics.
Mr. Bolton was the neocons’ crony in
the State Department when Colin Powell
was in charge.  As the Undersecretary of
State for Arms Control, he worked to
undermine Powell’s efforts at
multilateralism.

It is ironic that a man who once said
that ‘[t]here is no such thing as the United
Nations’ would be appointed to represent
the United States to that body.  Irony,
however, is a common theme in Bolton’s
career.  Although he was formerly in
charge of our arms control policy, Bolton
vocally opposed all arms control treaties,
from the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty to
bans on chemical and biological weapons.
Of course, as long as we have an
unfettered supply of nukes, deadly
bacteria, and poisonous gasses to unleash
on our foes, real or perceived, we have
nothing to fear!

This is a decision Bush will come to
regret. Our foreign debts are mounting;
we are struggling to convince Europe that

selling arms to China isn’t a
wise idea; and we continue to
seek international support for
our efforts in Iraq.  Having
someone so arrogantly abrasive
like Bolton representing the
United States in the U.N. will
only make Bush’s diplomatic
efforts less fruitful.  After all,
this is the man who in 2000
told NPR that the U.N.
Security Council needed only
one permanent member, the
United States, “because that’s
the real reflection of the
distribution of power in the
world.”  But then again, since
when did Bush ever care about
what other people think?

Newly appointed U.S. ambassador to the U.N.
John Bolton contemplates how best to keep the

U.N. out of American affairs.

IN THE SPIRIT OF ST. PATRICK’S DAY, we should all be celebrating
Irish culture and tradition. Instead, President Bush decided not to invite the
major political party supporting Catholics in Northern Ireland, the Sinn
Fein, to the annual White House St. Patrick’s Day Party. The Sinn Fein,
with close ties to the IRA (Irish Republican Army), has been fighting against
Great Britain for years to end oppression and gain independence for Northern
Ireland.

Ever since the 1920’s, when most of Ireland finally became a free nation
after 800 years of British rule, Catholics in Northern Ireland have been fighting

Sorry- You’re Not Invited!
for the last part of Ireland to also gain freedom. Though there was much bloodshed
in the second half of the 20th century in Northern Ireland, they still are under British
rule.

Now doesn’t this whole situation sound a bit familiar? Think back to about 230
years ago to another country (which I’m sure many of us hold close to our hearts)
fought against an oppressive British rule that suppressed the civil rights and liber-
ties of citizens. The British Parliament even attempted to pass a motion recently
that would ban Sinn Fein representatives from Parliament. How would that be any
different from the ‘taxation without representation’ that early Americans fought
against? It seems like we as Americans should at least be somewhat sympathetic
towards these people who are in a very similar situation to the one we had in 1776.

In the past we have supported peace talks in Northern Ireland. The head of the
Sinn Fein Party, Gerry Adams, was frequently a guest at Former President Clinton’s
White House and he had many strong supporters in America such as Ted Kennedy.
However, the Bush administration has taken a stand completely against Sinn Fein.

Recently, a bar fight in Belfast resulted in the death of a man named Robert
McCartney at the hands of a few members of the IRA. Both Sinn Fein and the
IRA immediately admonished the act and the members of the IRA were expelled
from the organization. Sinn Fein wants to continue peace talks; however, President
Bush has played up this incident to lessen support for their cause. Can he really
promote peace or compromise if he refuses to recognize one side?

Sinn Féin President Gerry Adams, Vice President Pat Doherty, and party supporters.
Evidently, Bush isn’t one of them.
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Election Irregularities: Soviet Style
OF COURSE, VILLAINOUS CORNELL DAILY

SUN has its shortcomings. And granted, with
its new staff the Sun has barely lived up to
our expectations of USA Today quality
journalism and a senseless striving towards
an empty political moderation for its own
sake. But the TL Staff certainly must
congratulate the Sun for its exemplification
of journalistic excellence with its atrocious
reporting of recent Student Assembly
scandals – which, according to our reading
of Cornell’s most beloved daily, seem to be
nothing more than routine trifles of
administration.

More dangerous than the Northern
Gales blistering ears across West Campus
on a March day, the Daily Sun, under the
leadership of staffers old and new, has taken

the liberty of shabbily reporting the
scandalous behavior of both the Student
Assembly and certain aspiring members.

This charge is certainly deserved, given
the severity of the accusations flying across
Willard Straight Hall. The first Thursday in
March – the second-last school day before
the March 7-8 Student Assembly elections
– saw one of the most eventful Student
Assembly meetings in years at the Memorial
Room, according to the TL Intelligence Unit.
Certain members of the SA (we’d be remiss
if we referred to them as the The Good Guys,
but we’d rather be frank…) brought forth a
motion to postpone the SA vote due to
certain irregularities in the elections’
administration. The SA is required to make
it well known to the Cornell community that

elections are approaching, making sure to
notify students that they’re welcome to
participate as candidates well in advance of
registration deadlines. But no such
advertising occurred (we’d be remiss if we
claimed that absolutely no advertising ever
happened at all, but then again, we’d rather
be frank…), leaving a certain party (we’d be
remiss if we called them the Shadow
Dems…) to dominate the election.

Perhaps it wouldn’t be such a story if
the Good Guys’ motion to right an obvious
wrong passed at that fateful meeting. But
the Forces of Evil (we’d be remiss…)
managed to use every tactic at their
disposure to stall and defeat the key vote –
mostly, according to the TL Intelligence Unit
and its sources, due to administrative

slight of hand. And
adding to the
intrigue was the fact
that the meeting was
entirely open to the
Cornell community –
and entirely ignored
by the Daily Sun.

For the Cornell
Daily Sun, it wasn’t
a problem that only
t h i r t y - t w o
candidates ran for
t w e n t y - f o u r
positions (including
the trustee spot), or
that twenty-three of
those candidates
represented the
Students First
coalition. Cornell’s
daily didn’t think it
an issue that there
were essentially
s e v e n t e e n
uncontested seats,
or that only one of
those uncontested
seats didn’t involve a

Students First candidate.
It’s no wonder that Cornell’s latest

Soviet-style elections, engineered by the
Party of the People, found little criticism
from the minds behind its Pravda.

And that’s not all. The People’s Paper
has routinely ignored or watered-down
stories regarding numerous complaints
launched against that certain party and its
de facto leader (hint: his name rhymes with
‘Vote For Him!’). The ethical standing of
both Mr. Vote For Him and Cornell’s beloved
daily should certainly be called into question
– for electioneering, conflict of interest,
and crooked financing are serious charges
to be met with serious journalism, even if
the charges turn out to be false.

In a city like Ithaca, the Northern Gales
sweep past our sore ears well after the Ides
of March. And like an unreasonable
scarfless sophomore bent on proving his
machismo despite the cold, the Daily Sun
is having a hard time preventing frostbite.

Unfortunately, it seems that not only does
Cornell have its own Stalin these days,
but its own state press that is seemingly

unwilling to expose corruption.
(www.facade.com )

Ah, Willard Straight Hall, Home of Student Government. But where’s the Sun??

THERE HAS BEEN NO GREATER EXAMPLE

of American bigotry in the last year than
the decision made by thirteen states to
constitutionally ban gay marriage; these
amendments have set an official
precedent for discrimination while
sending a clear message of
widespread American hatred
towards gays.  Luckily for the few, the
mighty, and the proud who still seek
equality in the United States, there is
hope: The interests of evangelical
heterosexuals may not always run this
country.

The honorable, worthy, and
otherwise revered Fredrick Phelps was
up to old tricks a few weeks ago when
he attempted to strike down a Topeka
statute that called for open hiring with
regard to sexual preference for civil
service.  (For those of you who don’t
recall, Rev. Fred Phelps is the proprietor
of the very respectable
godhatesfags.com.  Check it out; you
have much to learn about the evils
of homosexuality.)  The good news is
that Phelps was unsuccessful; the bad
news: he was way too close.  The people
of Topeka voted 53% in opposition of

the repeal. That means that 47% of those voting felt
strongly that gays should not be allowed to hold civil
service jobs; at the very least, 47% of Topeka’s
voters believe that, when hiring, the state should be
able to consider the very relevant fact that a potential
employee is homosexual.

There is better news though.  In a primary
election for Topeka’s City Council, Tiffany Muller –
an incumbent and openly lesbian member of the
legislative body – was challenged by Phelps’
granddaughter, Jael Phelps, as well as two other
candidates (Muller is actually the one responsible
for the ordinance that the elder Phelps was trying to
repeal).  In what amounts to a great sign for the
people of Topeka, Jael finished in fourth place, with
a mere two-hundred and two votes (probably all
members of her grandfather’s church), while Muller
finished in second with more than six times as many
votes as Ms. Phelps.

So you can all sleep sound tonight knowing that
bigotry has been tamed in Topeka; but who knows
where it will strike next?  It is a disease that has
infected too large a portion of the American
population and citizens who know better need to
stand-up and fight.

Jael Phelps helps spread the love.  When asked recently during an
interview with Al Franken whether she truly believes that God is

hateful, Jael bluntly replied: ‘God hates most of the human race.’ (AP)

‘God hates most of the human race.’
- Jael Phelps, granddaughter of Rev. Fred Phelps
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